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Abstract

A fleet of commercial heavy-duty vehicles is a very interesting application
arena for fault detection and predictive maintenance. With a highly digitized
electronic system and hundreds of sensors mounted on-board a modern bus,
a huge amount of data is generated from daily operations.

This thesis and appended papers present a study of an autonomous frame-
work for fault detection, using the data gathered from the regular operation of
vehicles. We employed an unsupervised deviation detection method, called
Consensus Self-Organising Models (COSMO), which is based on the con-
cept of ‘wisdom of the crowd’. It assumes that the majority of the group is
‘healthy’; by comparing individual units within the group, deviations from
the majority can be considered as potentially ‘faulty’. Information regarding
detected anomalies can be utilized to prevent unplanned stops.

This thesis demonstrates how knowledge useful for detecting faults and
predicting failures can be autonomously generated based on the COSMO
method, using different generic data representations. The case study in this
work focuses on vehicle air system problems of a commercial fleet of city
buses. We propose an approach to evaluate the COSMO method and show
that it is capable of detecting various faults and indicates upcoming air com-
pressor failures. A comparison of the proposed method with an expert knowl-
edge based system shows that both methods perform equally well. The thesis
also analyses the usage and potential benefits of using the Echo State Network
as a generic data representation for the COSMO method and demonstrates
the capability of Echo State Network to capture interesting characteristics in
detecting different types of faults.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Interconnected devices are expected to reach 24 billion by 2020 according to
[6]. With the rapid development and growth of interconnected devices, the
Internet of Things enables more physical objects to be sensed and controlled
remotely across existing networks [7]. With a more direct integration of a
computing system, e.g. sensor and actuators, physical systems and processes
with IoT are also Cyber-Physical Systems, which facilitate many promising
technology areas: intelligent transportations, smart grids and smart cities etc.
The study on Internet of Things will create a great impact on society, change
the infrastructure we use, traditional technology development paradigm we
conduct and conventional business solutions companies employ. The emerg-
ing of IoT will create a huge amount of data from the physical world. How-
ever, the conventional way of gaining knowledge and wisdom, by expert, is
not feasible to fully utilise and digest this huge amount of information. An
automated approach or a new paradigm for learning that could automati-
cally discover interesting patterns, generate knowledge and help people in
decision making etc. is needed.

Modern commercial vehicles with Electronic Computing Units (ECU) and
sensors are good examples of the Internet of Things. An advanced heavy duty
vehicle carries over a hundred of ECUs, listening to data traffic on Controller
Area Networks, gathering sensor readings and then transmitting information
using Telematics. It is very tempting to mine and analyse sensor data gath-
ered from a large group of commercial vehicles, e.g. a bus fleet or a truck
fleet.

An active emerging application area for mining and utilising vehicle on-
board sensor data for vehicle fault detection and failure prediction is man-
aging the maintenance of a commercial fleet. Based on on-board computers,
the condition of various pieces of equipment are continuously monitored and
sensor data is analysed to make a decision on how the maintenance should
be planned and conducted.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The challenges we encountered in this application match well with the
description of Ubiquitous Knowledge Discovery [8] and resource-aware dis-
tributed knowledge discovery [9]. Ubiquitous knowledge discovery is an area
dealing with gaining knowledge from highly distributed systems. Challenges
within the field, addressed in [10], include dynamic environment, locality
of the equipment and the information processing capability of the system
etc. One particular problem shared between our application and Ubiquitous
Knowledge Discovery system is that the semantics of the data are unclear.
Large amounts of data are often logged from distributed systems, but not all
the data is relevant towards the specific objective that we are interested in.
With agents scattered in a highly dynamic environment, it is unclear how to
verify the state, e.g. operating conditions, of each agent.

Motivation of the study
The traditional approach for designing vehicle on-board diagnostic methods
heavily relies on manual work by domain experts. The expert usually needs
to first define possible faults, determine the most relevant signals to monitor,
develop component-specific models for a target signal, and take relevant ex-
ternal conditions into account. Then the expert runs a number of data logging
experiments to determine what state is considered to be normal or faulty. Fi-
nally, the expert designs a fault detection algorithm that can be embedded
into the on-board computing device.

This paradigm has proven successful in many cases, especially for the crit-
ical equipment that has a large impact on safety or continuous operation (e.g.
engine, braking system, gearbox, etc.), but it can not be scaled to modern ve-
hicles with their huge quantity of components and does not fully utilize huge
amounts of sensor data collected on-board from regular operations.

Moreover, there is typically a very small overlap between the set of faults
pre-determined to monitor and the set of faults that actually occurred in
the service, after product deployment. Controlled experiments were usually
conducted under specific constrained conditions and follow pre-determined
scenarios. However, the real world situation is more complicated and vari-
ous conditions may vary. Thus, controlled experiments do not reflect the real
world situation.

Therefore, an automated approach that can scale to a variety of equip-
ment, detect different faults, prevent severe failures or interruptions of oper-
ation, discover new knowledge and utilise data collected on-board from reg-
ular operations will provide great benefits for the automotive industry. This
approach is expected not to rely on controlled experiments and any informa-
tion acquired regarding problems beforehand.
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Figure 1.1: Cyber-Physical Systems

1.1 Vehicle On-Board Diagnostics and maintenance
strategy

Modern commercial vehicles are complex Cyber-Physical systems, integrat-
ing physical and computational processes. Subsystems usually contain sen-
sors, actuators and electromechanical processes that need to be controlled
[11]. The sensors and actuators are connected to ECUs that allow the trans-
mission of control signals and sensor data to external systems, e.g. equipment
operator, technician or back office server.

Terminology: Fault detection and diagnosis
With ECUs and sensors, physical processes on-board vehicle can be continu-
ously monitored, enabling fault detection and diagnosis for various types of
equipment based on the sensor data collected.

For clarification, I include a review of the terminology used within this
thesis, based on the work [12, 13] by Isermann et al.

• Fault: an unpermitted deviation of at least one characteristic property
(feature) of the system from the acceptable, usual, standard operating
condition.

• Failure: a permanent interruption of a system ability to perform a re-
quired function under specified operating conditions.

• Fault Detection: determination of the faults present in a system.
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• Fault Diagnosis: Determination of the kind, size, location and time of a
fault. Fault Diagnosis includes fault isolation and fault identification.

• Fault Isolation: Determination of the kind, location and time of detec-
tion of a fault. Follows fault detection.

• Fault Identification: Determination of the size and time-variant behaviour
of a fault. Follows fault isolation.

• Monitoring: A continuous real-time task of determining the conditions
of a physical system, by recording information, recognising and indi-
cating anomalies in the behaviour.

• Prognosis: Determination of whether a fault or failure is impending and
estimate how soon a fault or failure will occur.

To restate, a fault is defined as a deviation from the normal state of a sys-
tem or process. A failure refers to a permanent interruption of performing a
desired operation and is considered more severe than a fault. Taking a vehi-
cle air system operation as an example, a deviation from required air pressure
of the air supplying compressor is a fault. If the air supply is insufficient to
drive other critical equipment, e.g. the gear box, the air brake and the air sus-
pension system etc., the vehicle would be inoperable and this is considered
as a machine failure.

Faults can occur due to various reasons. They can appear due to degrada-
tion, incidents, improper usage or operating under undesired external con-
ditions. Once a fault is detected, observed based on symptoms or abnormal
behaviour, diagnostics are put into action: it focuses on determining the kind,
size, location and root cause etc. of a fault. For example, if the operator ob-
served that vehicle air brakes are not working properly, he will check the air
brakes and other systems that are related to this component. With further
investigation, he might discover that they are caused by insufficient air sup-
ply, e.g. a weak compressor or air leaks within the air system. Then the air
compressor will be checked for its performance and air system related com-
ponent, e.g. pipe, regulators, hoses etc. will be inspected. After the test and
inspection, he might locate where does the fault take place and what type of
faults it is, e.g. one part of the air hose is broken and caused air leaks. The
severity of detected faults will be evaluated and maintenance action is then
performed if necessary.

During the maintenance service, the personnel assess the condition of
equipment based on: i) off-board test that checks the performance; ii) Diag-
nostic Trouble Codes generated from On-Board Diagnostics system; iii) Re-
maining Useful Life estimated based on statistics. Take vehicle air compressor
as an example, if a fault is present in the air compressor and caused insuffi-
cient air supply, the workshop personnel will perform fault detection and di-
agnosis: usually conduct an off-board test or check Diagnostic Trouble Codes
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to detect, isolate and identify the fault. Fault diagnosis is performed after fault
was occurred and detected.

The prognosis, on the other hand, focuses on predicting how much time
is left until the equipment fails to fulfil the requirements, e.g. estimating the
remaining useful life of the equipment. Maintenance action was then planned
and performed before the life of equipment ends. Figure 1.2, is based on [14],
shows the time order of relevant events of fault and failure progression.

Figure 1.2: Fault and failure progression timeline

Vehicle On-board fault detection and diagnosis systems
Palai et al. emphasized in their work [15] that the need for fault detection and
diagnosis in automobiles originates from two perspectives: a maintenance-
oriented perspective and a safety-oriented perspective. The objective of fault
detection system is to assist maintenance personnel and drivers with infor-
mation regarding faults and irregularities.

Traditional vehicle On-Board Diagnostic (OBD) systems are pre-installed
with fault detection and diagnostic functions based on sensor data. The sys-
tem generates and stores Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) in ECUs for main-
tenance personnel to check: what kind of faults have occurred, what compo-
nents are responsible and what has caused the fault. It also warns the vehicle
operator of important faults that may cause severe consequences. For com-
plex problems that trigger multiple DTCs, the workshop technician needs to
analyse a set of DTCs to locate the root cause of these faults. However, this
diagnosis process is only conducted during the maintenance service. Sergey
et al. presented in their work [16] how a vehicle on-board diagnostics system
can be exploited to create additive value by embedding telecommunication
capability and, thus, monitoring equipment conditions over time through
sensors and detect faults with (remotely patchable) algorithms in an on-line
manner.
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Figure 1.3: Component degradation curve

With the rapid development of technologies, the cost of on-board elec-
tronic devices is continuously decreasing, while computation power and stor-
age are increasing. This make large scale data acquisition on-board vehicles
available, with an affordable cost for the manufacturer and consumer. The
new advanced type of on-board sensor data acquisition system with Telem-
atics technology enable the possibility of monitoring equipment remotely, for
fault detection and diagnosis.

The concept of vehicle On-Board Diagnostic systems is closely related to
the Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) system [17]. Traditional fault detec-
tion and diagnostic methods include model-driven, data-driven, expert su-
pervised and hybrid methods. Most fault detection and diagnosis systems, as
well as prognosis systems, estimate the health condition of the system, e.g.
they build a degradation model or estimate Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of
the equipment. An illustration of component degradation is shown in Figure
1.3.

Estimating the condition of equipment is based on sensor readings, under
the assumption that symptom of the faults or degradation of the equipment
are observable. Common methods build up the degradation model for a spe-
cific type of equipment, try to estimate when a component is going to break or
fail to achieve expected performance. Maintenance is then scheduled, based
on the condition of the equipment or RUL estimated. In general, a method
that estimates the degradation the equipment or risk for failure is required
for optimising the maintenance.
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Maintenance strategy
The objective of maintenance planning is to be cost-efficient in operation,
e.g. eliminate unplanned stops, reduce waiting time for repair and maxi-
mize system usage. With the rapid growth of the amount of equipment, sys-
tems and infrastructures, managing the maintenance strategically becomes
increasingly important to operational efficiency.

With modern automation and machinery spread worldwide, the size of
production personnel has reduced over time, while resources distributed on
maintenance management (for machinery systems) has greatly increased. Garg
et al. mention in their review [18] that in refineries, maintenance departments
are of the same size as operation departments. Moreover, maintenance costs
can be the largest part of any operational budget.

Maintenance strategy can be classified into two categories: reactive and
proactive [19]. Corrective, unplanned or breakdown maintenance is commonly
categorised as reactive maintenance: performing maintenance after the occur-
rence of equipment breakdown or detection of a severe defect, i.e. fix some-
thing after it breaks. Proactive maintenance includes preventive and predic-
tive maintenance: performing maintenance before equipment failures occur.
Preventive maintenance usually refers to maintenance actions performed based
on predetermined time intervals or estimated age of the equipment, proba-
bility to fail within a certain time period or degradation based on usage. The
predefined time interval is usually proposed based on information provided
by the component supplier or computed from historical usage of the compo-
nent. Predictive maintenance differs from preventive maintenance in terms
of maintenance planning. The former involves maintenance services being
adaptively scheduled based on continuously monitored condition, which is
estimated using, e.g., parameters or physical attributes of the equipment.

The current paradigm for maintenance of on-road transportation vehi-
cles is mainly a mixture of reactive and preventive approaches [11]. During
each scheduled service, on-board computers are checked for diagnostic fault
codes to locate the root cause of faults or failures. Usually there are several
maintenance occasions planned regularly every year for heavy duty vehi-
cles. This mixture of maintenance strategy is not ideal: i) it does not perform
maintenance pro-actively well before the failure happens, i.e. severe compo-
nent failures usually result in extra damage to the system and could be pre-
vented; ii) planned maintenance with fixed time intervals does not guarantee
all routinely changed parts have used all their potentials. Therefore, a shift
of current maintenance strategy to one with more predictive maintenance is
required: to inspect and repair components (well) before they causes a break-
down or severe damage to the system.
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Condition Based Maintenance
Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) is increasingly demanded and gaining
its popularity in the automotive industry. CBM is a maintenance strategy
that is based on the actual condition of the equipment, which is continuously
monitored, to determine what and how maintenance needs to be done. As an
example, Bouvard et al. proposed in their work [20] a condition based main-
tenance method of heavy vehicles and emphasized the needs and benefits of
developing the CBM method for heavy duty vehicles and integrating it into
current maintenance systems.

Two important aspects of CBM are diagnosis and prognosis [21, 22]. As
aforementioned, diagnosis deals with fault isolation and identification. The
objective of prognosis is to estimate the condition of the equipment or the risk
of using the component based on its current condition. There are two main
prediction indices or types in the field of machine prognostics [22]. The most
popular and widely used approach is to estimate the RUL, mentioned previ-
ously, of the equipment, i.e. how much time is left until a failure occurs, based
on the current and historical condition as well as usage of the machine. It is
a fairly straight forward indicator for scheduling maintenance in advance.
Common metrics for evaluating RUL are explained by Saxena et al. [23, 24].

In the case that the result of failure is disastrous (e.g. operation failures of
commercial aeroplane, nuclear power plant or space rockets etc.), estimating
the risk of failure within a certain time interval is desirable. Estimating this
risk is essentially similar to measuring the probability that a machine operates
properly in a pre-determined time interval. A maintenance decision can be
made based on pre-defined thresholds.

Awareness for vehicle fault detection and maintenance
scheduling system
In [25] Rowley presents the knowledge pyramid with four levels is described
extending the work [26] by Ackoff. Data, placed at the lowest level, is con-
sidered as a representation of the property of the objects, events and the en-
vironment. Information, placed one level above, is defined as an answer to
questions that can be inferred directly from the data, e.g. interpretation of the
data, recognizable patterns etc. Knowledge, one level higher than Informa-
tion, is “know-how” that makes it possible to transform information into in-
structions. Wisdom, placed at the top of the pyramid, is the ability to increase
the effectiveness of instructions, adding more value. In [27] Zeleny also dis-
cussed the knowledge pyramid. He described wisdom as know-why, e.g. to
be able to reason about the cause of a certain event.

Awareness means moving upwards in the knowledge pyramid. In work
[28] presented by Zhao et al. it was suggested that computational awareness
is based on a multi-level process that starts from sensory reading, proceeds
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to recognizing patterns within the sensor data and finally a decision is made
based on the knowledge.

Figure 1.4: Knowledge pyramid and aware vehicle fault detection

Figure 1.4 shows the mapping of our study onto the knowledge pyramid.
The on-board time series and off-board Vehicle Service Records correspond
to the lowest level: data observed from the real world.

Information is generated by processing the data: based on repair events
extracted from VSR, a hierarchy of events can be generated using a rule-based
inference (we are extracting this information by hand due to heavy noise ex-
isting in the VSR). Units that share similar characteristics can be grouped to-
gether. Time series are encoded into data representation and the deviation
level is then generated for each unit based on the ‘wisdom of the crowd’ ap-
proach.

Knowledge is referred to as combining events from an off-board data
source with deviations computed from an on-board sensor data source. By
matching the deviation level with repair events, we acquire co-occurrence or
correlation of faults and changes, or change point, in deviation levels, gener-
ated based on the on-board signal selected and its correspondent representa-
tion.

Wisdom is referred to as ‘know-why’, i.e. acquire causal relationship and
be able to reason about the root cause of a certain event. With regard to the
field of diagnosis, the wisdom can function as fault detection and isolation,
i.e. detect deviations and reason about why this fault occurs. For example, if
a deviation computed based on air pressure signal has a strong correlation
with air system faults, wisdom such as ‘air system faults trigger deviation
in air pressure signal’ or ‘pressure signal is important for, or relevant to, air
system problems’ can be inferred.
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An autonomous fault detection system that processes raw data from the
data to information, knowledge and towards wisdom is considered to be an
‘aware system’. Such a system is very beneficial to the field of vehicle diagnos-
tics, because the field of fault detection, failure prediction and maintenance
planning for vehicle fleets poses many challenges: i) vehicles operate in very
dynamic environments; ii) real world data sets are noisy; iii) matching large
amounts of sensor readings to interesting events manually is time consuming;
iv) deviations from a nominal operation state is difficult to interpret.

An autonomous fault detection system that: utilises a ’wisdom of the crowd’
approach to detect deviations can deal with a dynamic or evolving environ-
ment, concept drifts and seasonal changes etc.; utilise rule-based inferences to
extract interesting events from the service data base and filter the noise using
some of the on-board signals; matching deviations with events in a fully au-
tomated manner can greatly speed up the process of fault diagnosis; last but
not least, an aware system that analyses the combination of deviation levels
from various sources and able to know-why, e.g. discover patterns, reason
about faults and their root causes.

1.2 Pilot study on a commercial city bus fleet

Overview of the fleet
The practical study in this thesis is based on a commercial fleet of 19 city buses
operating in the city and inter-city area near Kungsbacka, a city on the west
coast of Sweden. Each bus runs on average 100,000 km per vehicle annually.
We have studied the operation of this fleet since the middle of 2011. Most
vehicles in this fleet are year model 2007. Only four vehicles are from 2009
and one from 2008.

Each vehicle in this fleet is equipped with a unique and customized elec-
tronic device, the Volvo Analysis and Communication Tool (VACT), that is
capable of recording on board sensor data streams, control signals and com-
mands, using Telematics technology to communicate remotely with a back-
office server. This device made remote equipment monitoring for this com-
mercial fleet possible. Each bus is able to send sensor data or compressed
representation of data that can be analysed for detecting faults in equipment
and preventing potential failures.

Maintenance strategy of the fleet
There are four planned maintenance services scheduled per year (one of the
four services is conducted together with a mandatory annual vehicle inspec-
tion) when equipment, e.g. filters, oils and brakes etc., are tested. During
the maintenance, the on-board computers are checked for diagnostic trouble
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codes that have occurred since the last service. If the customer has observed
warnings on the dashboard during operation and informs to the workshop
personnel then services can be done accordingly.

We have studied regular operations as well as maintenance services of this
vehicle fleet for five years and concluded that the leading principle for main-
tenance is still mainly reactive: “maintenances are performed after something
breaks down”. These vehicles have a roughly equal number of serious un-
planned stops. Unplanned stops referred to breakdowns and severe equip-
ment malfunctions require repairs and maintenance service, spending more
than one day (often several days) at the workshop, as planned maintenance
services. On average, buses spent four days per visit in the workshop. These
numbers are close to maintenance statistics reported for US heavy duty trucks
[29], so they are quite representative of the typical status of vehicle on-road
maintenance operations.

To ensure all transportation tasks are handled by an adequate number of
vehicles, the fleet operator needs to keep ‘spare’ vehicles to substitute for the
ones that suffered from unplanned stops. The concept of uptime is a good
indicator of how efficiently the fleet is running their transportation services.

Unplanned stops can cause rather high downtime, due to several reasons.
Waiting time in the workshop forms a high proportion of the unavailability,
i.e. no work is done on it but the bus is in the workshop, this can be caused
by the transportation time for the required parts ordered from a remote place
to arrive. A substantial part is the long waiting time allocated for the repair
in the workshop. This is also consistent with the statistics seen in US heavy
duty trucks [29, 30].

Therefore, uptime of the fleet can be improved by reducing unplanned
repairs and waiting time caused by these incidents, i.e. a shift to a paradigm
with more predictive maintenance: inspect, fix or replace components before
they cause unplanned stops or severe damage to the vehicle. This requires
continuous monitoring of the equipment and capability of detecting the early
indication of faults or failures.

Previous works [31, 32] presented analyses of the data streams on the bus
fleet we are studying, and demonstrated that it is possible to mine the data
streams and detect upcoming problems and severe failures related to many
systems by comparing individuals across the fleet.

On-board sensor data stream and Off-board Vehicle Ser-
vice Record
The sensor data logged on-board buses are time series. Approximately 100
signals, e.g., temperatures and pressures of different systems, wheel and en-
gine speed, GPS, etc., are logged at a frequency of 1 Hz by an on-board em-
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bedded device. The vehicles of this fleet do not operate the same routes all
the time and drivers are not assigned to the same vehicle all the time.

In addition to the on-board data, different types of off-board data are also
available, including Vehicle Service Records (VSR) and vehicle configuration.
The VSR contains the date and the mileage of the repair, operation performed
and comments based on observation made from workshop mechanics and
personnel. The off-board data is available for the full operational time for all
buses, which goes further back than 2011.

1.3 Study on air system related problems

The study presented in this paper focuses on the vehicle air system, the air
compressor in particular. It is a vital component that supplies high pressure
air to the brakes, the suspension, and the gear box etc. Compressors are par-
ticularly interesting for this fleet, since there were several breakdowns and
associated replacements within the fleet during 2012 and 2013. Prior to 2012,
there was only one air compressor failure in total during the buses’ first five
years of operation, and this was caused by a human mistake during a differ-
ent repair. However, compressors started to fail frequently in the following
four years and have caused several occurrences of bus breakdown on the
road. By now all vehicles in this fleet have had their compressors replaced.

It is common to use predetermined sensors for fault detection and diag-
nostics for compressors during run-time. The standard off-line tests for check-
ing the health status of compressors require first empty the compressor and
then measuring the time it takes to reach certain pressure limits in a charg-
ing test, as described e.g. in a compressor trouble shooting manual [33]. All
these are essentially model-based diagnostic approaches where the normal
performance of a compressor has been defined in the laboratory and then is
compared to the performance of a deployed compressor during its run-time.
Similarly, there are some patents that describe methods for on-board fault de-
tection for air brake systems (compressors, air dryers, wet tanks, etc.). They
build on setting reference values for the operation at installment (or after re-
pair) of a compressor system, see e.g. [34].

We are using the Wet Tank Air Pressure signal for diagnostics. This is the
only signal we have access to on the CAN that is relevant to the compressor
function. The wet tank is a supply tank for pressurized air. The compressor
feeds the air through an air dryer and into the wet tank (the name is a bit of a
misnomer). The air from the wet tank is then fed into air drain tanks, one for
each brake circuit, through one way valves.

There are several faults that can affect the wet tank air pressure. One is
an weak compressor, i.e. insufficient air supply. Another is congested pipes,
mainly due to carbon deposits in them. The carbon deposits come from va-
porized lubrication oil (the same lubrication oil as for the main engine). A
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third is the air leak in the system, which can happen at many place, e.g. air
pipes.

A particular challenge with our approach of learning from regular op-
erations is the lack of labelled and accurate data. There is no ground truth
of how a risky component looks. The quality of the service records is far
from good for the purpose of learning. The service record database is de-
signed primarily for keeping track of invoices, which means that information
about parts replaced and operations performed is quite accurate but the dates
(and mileages) of maintenance are often incorrect. Furthermore, the fact that a
component was replaced does not necessarily mean that is was broken. There
is always the human factor; if a particular important component breaks unex-
pectedly a few times then this can result in an increased eagerness for check-
ing and replacing that same component on other buses.

1.4 A Self-Organized Approach for fault detection

General description of COSMO
In [32, 35] the Center for Applied Intelligent Systems Research (CAISR) re-
search group presented a system that continuously mines various sensor data
streams on-board a vehicle, discovers interesting signal relations and con-
structs compressed representations of vehicle behaviour. The compressed rep-
resentations are transmitted to a back-office server via a Telematic gateway
and anomalies were detected using an unsupervised deviation detection method,
called Consensus Self-Organizing Models (COSMO).

An illustration of this anomaly detection system is shown in Figure 1.5.
The server runs the Consensus Self-Organizing Models method to detect de-
viations and capture abnormal behaviour of the fleet, based on the idea of
‘wisdom of the Crowd’. By comparing compressed representations of each
vehicle against the rest of fleet, the system computes the probability of each
vehicle deviating from the group, i.e. the system defines nominal behaviour
of fleet on-line and individual deviations from this reference behaviour can
be considered as anomalies.

One important aspect of the COSMO method is the ability to capture and
encode characteristics of various signals by using model-space representa-
tions. For example, as a simple and straightforward approach, a histogram
approximates the probability density function of the signal and can be utilised
for capturing the differences in the spread. Histograms are memory efficient,
robust against noise and easy to store as well as to compute on-board. On
the other hand, a complex representation such as a Recurrent Neural Net-
work can capture dynamics, i.e. temporal information, of the signal. In short,
the COSMO method identifies deviations based on comparing characteristics
encoded in the representation.
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Figure 1.5: An illustration of Consensus Self-Organizing Models Method

The COSMO method estimates the probability of being an outlier among
similar individuals. The output and deviation level from the COSMO method
essentially estimates the relative health condition of the equipment within a
fleet. It differs from the conventional methods of estimating the equipment
condition, which are based on a reference model built from data collected in
well controlled experiments.

The output of the COSMO method is considered to be a special type of
condition indicator and can be interpreted differently, depending on the goal.
In this work, we primarily consider the deviation level to be indicator of RUL.
For the problem that causes severe consequences, the deviation level can be
considered to be the risk/probability of fault or failure occurs up to a pre-
determined time interval. This information can therefore be utilised for deci-
sion support to optimise maintenance scheduling, e.g. eliminating unplanned
stops by fixing risky components before they cause the vehicle to breakdown
on the road.

Study cases and examples illustrating deviation level
Earlier case studies based on this commercial fleet showed that our system
is able to detect faults and different types of failures, including the engine
cylinder being jammed [32] and engine cooling fan being overused [31].
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Figure 1.6: Deviation level examples of Buses

Figure 1.6 shows the deviation level for the Wet Tank Air Pressure signal
of three buses within this fleet. Bus A had a long deviation between the end
of 2011 and October 2012. During this deviation, there were repairs to an air
leak problem in December 2011, to the gearbox in May 2012, the air regula-
tor repair in June 2012 and bus breakdown on the road due to compressor
failure in July 2012. The deviations drops gradually afterwards. The sharp in-
crease from November to December 2011 is due to missing data, not a quickly
deteriorating compressor.

Bus B has also had a long deviation between June 2013 and May 2014. A
compressor failure in March 2014 caused bus to be inoperable and it had to
be towed to the workshop for compressor replacement. The deviation drops
afterwards.

The first two cases of deviation levels match the compressor failures quite
well, i.e. bus A in July 2012 and bus B in March 2014. For the case of bus M
in February 2012, the deviations start when the compressor is replaced. One
possible explanation is that the new compressor of this bus performs better
than old ones and the vehicle therefore behaves differently from the rest of
the fleet during the first couple of months.

If the COSMO method was adopted and the deviation level was taken
into consideration for maintenance scheduling, the air system, the air com-
pressor in particular, of these vehicles would be checked during maintenance
service and on-road failures, e.g. as in the cases of bus A and bus B might be
prevented.
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1.5 Objectives, research questions and contribution

Objectives
The main objective of this research is to build up an autonomous system that
is aware of its health status, performs fault detection based on the sensor
data streams collected on-board and predicts equipment failures to allow the
operators to optimize maintenance scheduling. The research is based on the
COSMO method, an unsupervised data-driven approach that detects devia-
tions from a group of similar individuals. The study utilises data collected
from regular operations and improves over state of the art fault detection
methods in the following aspects:

• The current paradigm mainly relies on data collected from controlled
experiments for designing fault detection methods. However, data col-
lected in this way does not reflect the real world situations and there-
fore is insufficient to deal with problems encountered during many real
world scenarios.

• A huge amount of data collected from regular operations is available,
but not fully utilized.

• Current industrial approaches for fault detection are component spe-
cific and heavily rely on human supervision. A more automated ap-
proach that works for various components is required.

To achieve the objective, we propose the following features that charac-
terise such autonomous knowledge discovery systems for fault detection:

• The system can continuously look for symptoms by mining sensor data
and provides fault indicators that predict various component failures
during regular operation.

• The system is self-adaptive, i.e. can adapt itself for different ambient
conditions, works on various equipment and signals without external
supervision, and is capable of capturing interesting characteristics for
detecting various faults.

• The system can detect faults in an unsupervised manner from the regu-
lar operation data based on partial and unreliable reference knowledge,
e.g. repair and fault events.

Furthermore, we proposed a method that evaluates such autonomous sys-
tem in fault detection and failure prediction. The result of applying the pro-
posed system on real world problems is expected to demonstrate its benefits
and potentials. The performance of the proposed unsupervised systems shall
be competitive, compared to other state of the art methods.
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Challenges
The major challenges of our study arise from using information from regu-
lar operations. Data from regular operations usually lacks “ground truth”,
i.e. the exact conditions of equipment are not available, which is essential
for designing fault detection and diagnosis methods in most state-of-the-art
approaches. Vehicles operate in an evolving and dynamic environment: ex-
ternal conditions, such as temperature, pressure and humidity etc., can vary
hugely at different times; usage patterns of the equipment can vary due to
different driving behaviour, road conditions (different infrastructures, traffic
and route) and transportation load etc. We do not have access to all the infor-
mation and conditions mentioned above that influence the system to various
extents. It is not clear how significantly different factors could affect vehicle
operation. Therefore, it is very hard to model the process of machine opera-
tion and to understand how to take all relevant factors into account for de-
signing fault detection methods.

Furthermore, in real world commercial applications, on-board (infrastruc-
ture) resources are always limited. On-board computation power and data
transmission capacity via a Telematics gateway is scarce while it has to deal
with a large amount of data generated from hundreds of sensors with a rel-
atively high sampling rate. Sensors mounted on-board do not guarantee to
cover all the faults encountered in a real life operation. Multiple faults can
co-exist and thus influence the system simultaneously. It is very challenging
to build an autonomous system that take account of all the aspects mentioned
above.

Research Questions
To overcome some of the challenges aforementioned, we choose to base our
work on Consensus Self-Organizing Models method [31, 35]. The method
takes advantage of information shared across a fleet of similar units, i.e. in-
dividuals that are composed of similar equipment and subsystems, assigned
with similar tasks and operated under similar external conditions or environ-
ment. Due to the restriction on on-board resources, storing raw time series
data of all signals (for comparing pairwise differences between units) is not
feasible. The COSMO method compresses sensor data, i.e. time series, into
models. Selected models or data representations are expected to capture the
characteristics of various signals. Deviation is then detected in model space
based on those representations.

Based on the aforementioned objectives, challenges and the approach taken,
we address the following research questions:

1. How to autonomously detect faults by using information collected
from regular operation (instead of using a controlled experiment)?
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Sensor data generated from machine regular operations is available but
not fully utilised. The conventional paradigm for developing fault de-
tection methods requires data from controlled experiments on equip-
ment, with or without a fault injected. Afterwards, under an expert’s su-
pervision, the nominal state of equipment operation or a pattern recog-
nition classifier is built, based on data labelled healthy and faulty. In
both cases, the expert’s knowledge of associating sensor data to ref-
erence knowledge, i.e. events or “what has actually happened”, is re-
quired. In contrast, data collected from regular operations is usually
noisy and the exact condition of the equipment is not available. In ad-
dition, multiple events can occur at the same time. Therefore, how to
enable “real world” and experiment-free data for fault detection and
diagnosis needs to be investigated. How to utilize reference knowledge
from experts, how to group and categorise different types of events and
associate them with observation? All these aspects needs to be studied.

2. How to do unsupervised fault detection that deals with concept drift,
seasonal changes and application changes etc.? Our study is based on
the COSMO method, which utilizes information from a group of equip-
ment, i.e. assumes the majority of the group are normal and discov-
ers abnormal units which deviate from the majority. This assumption
is meant to deal with ambient condition changes and concept drift. The
method defines the nominal state of the operation based on how the ma-
jority of the fleet performs, using peers to calibrate itself in an on-line
fashion. However, can we rely on this assumption for detecting faults?
Are suggestions from experts necessary for defining the normal state of
operation?

3. How to incorporate expert knowledge into the COSMO method? The
COSMO method is a generic data-driven approach that based on self-
organized data representations for fault detection. However, there is a
large amount of knowledge from domain expert that is available for di-
agnosing the equipment. How can the COSMO method utilises expert
knowledge for fault detection? Furthermore, evaluation must be made
to demonstrate the merits of using the COSMO method. How well does
the COSMO method perform in detecting faults? Are more faults de-
tected by the COSMO method compared to a conventional approach,
e.g. fixed model based on expert knowledge? Does the COSMO method
perform better by incorporating expert knowledge?

4. What is a general and robust data representation for fault detection
in model space? The COSMO method compresses sensor data into self-
organized data representations and performs deviation detection in the
model space. ‘Self-organized’ refers to the concept that a data represen-
tation is capable of capturing characteristics of the signal without exter-
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nal supervision. This addresses the question of how can an intelligent
system identify which part of the data is relevant and what type of data
representation is generic and capable of capturing interesting character-
istics for detecting various faults? How to achieve robust self-organized
modelling? What are the criteria for data representations to detect faults
in model space? What metric is suitable for measuring distance between
different samples, based on the selected representation?

Contribution
The contribution of this thesis falls into to the following four categories:

1. We proposed a method to evaluate COSMO method in predicting equip-
ment failures based on reference knowledge of failure and repair events.
The proposed method assumes that the time of the fault or the failure
corresponds to the time of the repair. Observations prior to the timing
of repairs are considered to be ‘faulty’ and assigned to specific fault cat-
egories. Periods without any faults are considered to be ‘healthy’ and
shared between all fault categories. The Receiver Operating Character-
istic curve is computed for different fault categories and Area Under the
Curve is considered to be a performance indicator.

2. We compared an expert knowledge based approach with the COSMO
method for predicting air compressor failure. The result shows that the
COSMO method performs equally well as the expert approach, with
the merit of saving the effort from expert in extracting and analysing
specific features for the underlying problem.

3. We demonstrated benefits of using the Echo State Network as data a
representation for the COSMO method and compared the performances
of utilizing different data representations for the COSMO method, in
predicting component failures.

4. We demonstrated the generality of the COSMO method in paper [5]
by applying it to another domain, i.e. detecting micro-flaws in metal
boards.





Chapter 2

Related Works

Managing the maintenance for commercial fleet application fits well into the
area of data mining for on-board data stream, Self-Monitoring, Fault Detec-
tion and Diagnosis (FDD) as well as the theme of Ubiquitous Knowledge Dis-
covery. It is also closely related to the field of Prognosis and Health Manage-
ment (PHM).

The idea of using the ‘wisdom of the crowd’ approach for fault detection
was first introduced to our vehicle fleet application in 2007 [36]. In a series of
works done by Rögnvaldsson et al. [31, 32, 35], the COSMO method (an un-
supervised deviation detection method) was developed for detecting faults
based on signal profiles from the whole fleet. In the recent work [4], a spe-
cial aspect of learning interesting characteristics from the signal using a com-
plex data representation is introduced to improve the ability in discovering
anomalies and detecting faults.

In this chapter, the state of the art Fault Detection and Diagnosis method
and a review of current industrial solutions for vehicle diagnostics are pre-
sented. Then we discuss the fleet based approach for fault detection, diagno-
sis and prognosis methods. Last but not least, we relate our work to learning
data representations for detecting deviations in model space.

2.1 Fault Detection and Diagnosis method

The traditional method of equipment monitoring for fault detection and di-
agnosis on automotive systems follows two concepts: build up a reference
model as the normal behaviour, or develop a classifier for pattern recognition.
There is a large amount of literature of equipment monitoring [37, 38, 39] as
well as fault detection and diagnostics [40, 41, 42, 43].

Figure 2.1 shows a taxonomy of fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) meth-
ods, which is based on Zhang et al. in their work [17]. Most FFD methods
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Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) Methods

fall into one of the following categories: model-driven methods, data-driven
methods, expert supervised systems and hybrid approaches. Model-driven
methods are mainly based on physical properties, processes or models of
the system, e.g. dynamics and kinematics etc. The models are constructed
by domain experts, based on well-developed techniques and are expected
to describe the nominal or faulty operation processes of the system. Data-
driven methods are built purely based on data, without explicit knowledge
of their physical behaviour. It has been widely applied to the area that has
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high complexity and uncertainty, for example, chemical systems. The expert
supervised systems mentioned here refer to techniques, domain experts or
operators, e.g. mechanics or data scientists, who use their own expertise and
personal experience as the building blocks of the method.

On-Board equipment monitoring systems have continuous access to sen-
sor readings, collecting time series. To characterize a system or a physical
process for detecting faults or deviations, various types of physical proper-
ties can be measured and utilised. Take air compressor problems as an exam-
ple: related works include using accelerometers for vibration statistics, e.g.
[44], or temperature sensors to measure the compressor working temperature
[45]. Many fault detection and diagnosis methods, based on time series data,
utilize models/representations that capture different characteristics, e.g time
dependencies of a univariate signal and/or relations between multiple sig-
nals etc. There are large amounts of works available: the work [46], presented
by Serdio et al., utilises multivariate time series models and orthogonal trans-
formations for fault detection; the work [47] detects faults in turbine engines
based on symbolic transient time series analysis; the work [48] presented by
Spilios et al. uses different representations for univariate time series to detect
and identify faults in various vibrating structures; the work [49] presented by
Lello et al. proposed to use a number of Bayesian models for time series, to
detect and recognise faults in industrial robot tasks; the work [50, 51], done
by Filev et al., presented a framework for equipment monitoring that builds
on dynamic Gaussian mixture model fuzzy clusters; In [32] Byttner et al. pre-
sented a method that searches for interesting pairwise relationship of two sig-
nals in a group of vehicles and utilises linear models for detecting deviations
in the model space.

For methods dealing with complex problems with evolving external con-
ditions and which are influenced by various factors, the work [52] done by
Lemos et al. proposed an approach based on an evolving fuzzy classifier. In
work [53] proposed by Hu et al., a semi-supervised method based on select-
ing the most suitable features according to an evolving environment is sug-
gested. In their recent work [54], a deviation detection method is proposed to
incorporate with updating functions under a new operating environment or
natural degradation processes.

When it comes to fault detection in the automotive industry, imbalanced
date sets are a common and challenging issue [55]: real world data sets are
often predominately composed of ‘normal’ samples, i.e. real faulty or fail-
ure cases are frustratingly scarce, with respect to the large volume of data
collected from normal operations. A review regarding approaches dealing
with imbalanced data sets can be found in [56]. A popular method [57], pro-
posed by Chawla et al., uses over-sampling of the minority class and under-
sampling of the majority class.

The COSMO method utilizes information across a fleet of similar units to
detect faults, which is very similar to the Artificial Immune System (AIS) for
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fault detection, diagnosis and recovery (FDDR), presented in [58, 59, 60]. AIS
are artificial and computational intelligence methods that based on a biolog-
ical immunity mechanism to solve engineering problems [61]. The COSMO
method is similar to the Positive Detection algorithms of AIS, which detect
anomalies based on two steps: i) a set of detectors is generated based on a defi-
nition of normal behaviour, e.g. accepted range of values; ii) monitor acquired
data of the process based on generated detectors, e.g. compute the affinity be-
tween observations and detectors, any deviation beyond some thresholds will
lead to the detection of a fault. The COSMO method assumes the majority of
fleet is healthy, i.e. the normal behaviour, and consider samples that deviate
from the majority to be abnormal or faulty.

2.2 Current industrial solutions

State of the art methods for vehicle on-board diagnostic systems are mainly
either physical model-driven e.g. [62, 63, 64, 16], data-driven e.g. [65, 66, 67,
68, 69, 70] or a hybrid approach (i.e. a combination of the two types), e.g. [71].

Most industrial methods for fault detection on automotive systems are
essentially model-driven, i.e. based on the physical behaviour of the system
which requires heavy supervision from experts. Work [63] done by Lin et al.
proposed a fault diagnosis and prognosis method for electric power steer-
ing systems using the parameter estimation technique, based on the physical
model of the system. Salehi et al. [64] proposed an air leak detection method
for a turbocharged spark ignition engine, based on a turbocharger dynamics
model.

Data-driven approach were developed based on data observed from con-
trolled experiments or real life operations. Most methods rely on a reference
model or a pattern recognition classifier built from controlled experiments.
In both cases, experts play a vital role for setting up the experiment. A good
example of mining on-board data streams is the Vedas and MineFleet sys-
tems suggested by Kargupta et al. [72, 73, 74]. Kargupta et al. use supervised
paradigm to detect certain fault behaviour for vehicles by monitoring corre-
lations between on-board signals. [15] Focuses on the vehicle level approach
for On-board Diagnostics methods, based on pre-defined faults, it does not
consider using information from the whole fleet.

In patent [71], Pattipatti et al. proposed a hybrid method to enhance diag-
nostic performance by integrating quantitative (analytical) models and graph-
based dependency models into the model-based diagnosis system for system
monitoring, diagnosis and maintenance.

In the automotive industry, methods for predictive maintenance and prog-
nostics based on on-board sensor data are few. Jagannathan et al. [75] pro-
posed to use both micro-sensors and models in conjunction with Neural Net-
works to predict the RUL of engine oil. However, there is a large amount of
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work available in aerospace engineering for estimating the remaining useful
life of components [76, 77, 78, 79]. Most of them are based on experimental
and simulated data collected from run-to-failure cases. These cases of com-
ponent failures are scarce in real life, costly to produce under experimental
setup and may not reflect real world situations.

A review of the current maintenance strategy utilised within the Swedish
industry is available in [80]. The most widely used strategies are still preven-
tive and reactive. The article also addresses the issue that there is a need for
more adoption of maintenance concepts into the operation.

2.3 Fleet based approach towards fault detection
and prognostics

Knowledge profiles of normal and faulty behaviours can also be built up from
a fleet of units that share similar characteristics, e.g. specifications, tasks and
external operating conditions.

In general, a fleet is a group of ships operating together and the term can
be applied to any kind of vehicles or equipment, e.g. buses, aeroplanes and
production line apparatus etc. Usually, a fleet of equipment or vehicles share
some characteristics, e.g. model, specifications, objective or usage etc. With or
without the same usage or tasks, it is reasonable to categorise any fleet into
one of the three types [81]: a) Fleet consists of identical units, b) Fleet consists
of similar units and c) Fleet consists of heterogeneous units.

Our pilot study on the Kungsbacka fleet falls into the second category,
i.e. the majority of the Volvo buses in the fleet are of the same model (Volvo
8500) and were manufactured in the same year, however, about 25% of them
are of different year models. Furthermore, these buses have similar usage
patterns and transportation tasks: they operate in the city and intercity area
with planned regular routes. Therefore, behaviour profiles of subsystems and
equipments can be built up on fleet level and fault detection can be performed
fleet wise. Using the majority of a fleet to determine nominal behaviour is
also robust against dynamic environments, e.g. varying ambient conditions
and seasonal changes.

For fleets consisting identical or similar units: Patrick et al., in their work
[82], have addressed the problem that the use of empirical condition indica-
tors is not fully understood at the fleet-wide level. Wang et al. in their work
[83] presented a method estimating RUL of the equipment based on a library
of degradation patterns, built up by multiple units of the same type. A sim-
ilar idea of ‘wisdom of the crowd’ was suggested by Lapira in his work [84]
on fault detection for fleets of similar machines, wind turbines and manufac-
turing robots, that perform similar tasks and operate under similar external
conditions. For example, wind turbines, with similar operation tasks and ex-
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ternal conditions, are grouped into ‘peer-clusters’ and a poorly performing
one that deviates from the majority can be identified.

For fleets containing heterogeneous units, in a series of work [85, 86, 81]
presented by Leger et al., a general system modelling framework is proposed
to describe a complex system by three dimensions, i.e. a) mission that de-
fines the system over a period of time; b) the environment that represents
the area where the mission is performed; c) the process that is necessary to
accomplish the mission. Based on these dimensions, an ontology-based ap-
proach is proposed to group similar cases among a fleet of heterogeneous
units. A ‘sub-fleet’ is defined by grouping a set of units with similar charac-
teristics and historical data of this sub-fleet is shared among the individuals
to build up degradation models of the equipments. As an example, in their
recent work [87], the RUL of the equipment is estimated based on historical
data from similar units and knowledge built up across the fleet, which can be
useful for prognostics and maintenance management purposes.

Fleets with heterogeneous units are very interesting to investigate, since
they are very common in real life. The COSMO method can be extended by
incorporating a module that categorises and groups units of different types,
builds up a behaviour profile for each unique group and detects deviations
based the concept of ‘wisdom of the crowd’. However, at this stage, we do
not have access to data collected from a commercial fleet with heterogeneous
units.

2.4 Representation learning and deviation detec-
tion in model space

It is well understood that the performance of machine learning methods heav-
ily depends on the choice of data representation. The most common way is
to incorporate domain specific knowledge for designing representations to-
wards different objectives. Bengio [88] et al., mention that a good representa-
tion captures the posterior distribution of the underlying explanatory factors
for the input, and is also useful as input to a supervised predictor. Being able
to learn representations that capture interesting and useful features from data
will further automate the process of machine learning.

Deep learning is a type of machine learning methods that is based on
learning representations of the data, literature can be found in [89, 90, 91, 92].
One purpose of using deep a learning algorithm is to replace conventional
hand-crafted features with representations generated by using unsupervised
or semi-supervised learning algorithms [93].

Deep learning architectures, e.g. deep neural networks, recurrent neural
networks, convolutional deep neural networks and deep belief networks, are
widely applied and have had a strong impact in the field of image analy-
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sis, speech recognition and natural language processing. For example, one of
the core ideas of deep learning is to use a large amount of layers with vari-
ous types of neurons to learn interesting features of data [89]. Deep Neural
Networks with convolutional layers [94, 95, 96] are very popular in image
recognition, since they capture and inherit spacial relationship between pix-
els through layers as well as retaining an hierarchy of input image features.
Deep neural networks can be pre-trained based on using unlabelled data in
an unsupervised manner and fine-tuned towards the supervised indicator
[97, 98]. Pre-training algorithms, e.g. [99], can improve the performance of
deep neural networks as well as allow the networks to learn a better genera-
tive model.

The COSMO method detects deviations based on compressed representa-
tions of the on-board streaming data. Representations based on unsupervised
learning techniques can capture interesting characteristics or distribution of
explanatory factors from the data. If a fault is related to any type of charac-
teristic encoded in the learnt representation and a suitable distance measure
between models can be defined, this fault can be detected by the COSMO
method. Representations can also be learnt and evolved based on a super-
vised predictor, i.e. it can be trained to detect a specific fault that relates to a
certain type of feature or set of features. Selected representations can be self-
adaptive, i.e. they can be computed without external supervision, e.g. other
signals or the help from experts.

The COSMO method detects deviations in model space based on learned
representation parameters from data. Recent work [100] done by Harirchi
et al. proposed to use a polynomial state space model for detecting faults.
COSMO is similar in concept to the cognitive fault detection approach by
Alippi et al. [101, 102], who use linear models that express relationships be-
tween signals, and Chen et al. [103, 104, 105], who use nonlinear models. A
distinction between our work and the others’ in fault detection is that we con-
sider the system variability, i.e. we look at a group of similar but not identical
systems.
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Methodology

The Consensus Self-Organised Models (COSMO) method is based on three
steps: i) encode and capture characteristics of the signal with predetermined
data representations; ii) measure the distance between individual units based
on a metric, resulting in a matrix with pairwise distances; iii) find deviations
with a ‘wisdom of the crowds’ approach, e.g. for each unit, compute the de-
viation from the group.

3.1 Data representations

The term ‘Self-Organised’ emphasizes that the model or the data representa-
tion can capture characteristics of the signal without external supervision or
a teaching signal. For example, Autoencoders, density estimators and PCA
are Self-Organised models. Different data representations are capable of cap-
turing different characteristics of the signal or the system that is being mon-
itored, e.g. density estimator such as histograms can encode the spread of
signals but disregard temporal information while derivatives of the signal
capture the change rate but omit information regarding the spread.

In this section, data representations employed are introduced: generic data
representations including 1a) Histogram, density estimator, and 1b) the Echo
State Network (ESN), a special type of recurrent neural network that can cap-
ture temporal information of the signal, are explained. Corresponding metrics
for measuring pairwise distances between samples are also described. 2) Ex-
pert knowledge-driven model introduced in this thesis are features, proposed
by expert, for finding faults in vehicle air systems (air compressor faults in
particular).
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Histograms
A histogram is an estimate of the probability distribution of the signal. Creat-
ing a histogram is straightforward, it is robust against outliers, easy to com-
pute and easy to implement in on-board hardware. The parameters required
to construct a histogram are the range of variable and number of bins that di-
vide the whole range into a series of intervals. In practice, both of them can be
set based on the property of sensor and signal as specified when producing
the vehicle.

Echo State Network
Echo State Networks (ESNs) are employed for the reservoir computing mod-
els, to represent the signal. The general structure of a reservoir computing
model is shown in Figure 3.1. The internal reservoir units, x(t), are leaky in-
tegrator neurons with a discrete state update equation

x(t+ 1) = (1 − α)x(t) + αf [Wxxx(t) + Wuxu(t)] (3.1)

where u(t) denotes the input vector at time t; α is the leaking rate; f[·] =
tanh[·] is the hyperbolic tangent function; Wxx is the weight matrix of the
internal reservoir units; and Wux is the weight matrix connecting the input to
the reservoir.

The scaling of the input weight matrix Wux is important to optimize an
ESN. This is controlled by a parameter υ that scales the input weight matrix
to υWux. Similarly, the reservoir weights are rescaled such that the resulting

input

u

reservoir

x

output

y

Figure 3.1: Echo State Network/Reservoir Computing (RC) network. The reservoir
is a non-linear dynamical system usually composed of recurrent sigmoid units. Solid
lines represent fixed, randomly generated connections, while dashed lines represent
trainable or adaptive weights.
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system is stable but still exhibits rich dynamics. This is attained by making its
spectral radius ρ(Wxx) < 1. Usually, this rescaling influences the performance
and, thus, is tuned to give the best results on a validation set. Neither υ nor
ρ(Wxx) require fine tuning.

The leaking rate α ∈ [0, 1] influences the dynamics of the reservoir, even-
tually matching better the dynamics of the input signal or of the task. Low
leaking rates yield reservoirs with longer memory.

The output is computed as:

y(t+ 1) = g [Wxyx(t+ 1)] , (3.2)

where g[·] denotes the identity function (we introduce it here for convenience
later) and the only trainable weight matrix is Wxy. This weight matrix can also
include direct input to output connections, or feedback connections between
the output units, as indicated in Fig. 3.1. The weight matrix is optimised using
ridge regression:

Wxy = (X>X + λI)−1X>Ŷ. (3.3)

The matrix X is of size T × (R+ 1); it is a row-wise concatenation of reservoir
states x(1), . . . , x(T), where there are R number of reservoir units (the extra 1
is for the bias). Ŷ is composed of the row-wise collection of the corresponding
desired outputs ŷ(t). T is the total number of training samples and the initial
state is x(0) = 0. The regularisation parameter λ is set by cross-validation (it
is not tuned for each model).

After generation of X, a process called warm-up drop is employed to get
rid of undesired initial transients in the reservoir. This is done by dropping
some of the first samples of X and using the resulting matrix in equation (3.3).
Training ESNs is explained in detail by Jaeger [106].

The ESN is driven by a one-dimensional signal u(t), where the desired
output y(t) is u(t+∆); the ESN is trained to perform a ∆-steps ahead predic-
tion. For each given period containing sensor data, such as a day, and for each
bus, an ESN is trained with the signal u(t) available in the respective period.
The overall process is thus unsupervised since only sensor data u(t) is used
during training, i.e. no external teaching signal is used.

Chen et al. [103] employ a constrained version of ESN, introduced by Ro-
dan and Tiňo [107]. This ESN model is a a cycle reservoir with jumps (CRJ)
where all cycle connections have the same value and the jump connections
have the same value, i.e. there are only two weight values between units in
the reservoir. This CRJ model is a lot less complex than the fully connected
ESN and has been shown to outperform the latter on several time series tasks
[107].
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Expert Features
The expert features presented in this thesis are based on the study cases of
vehicle air system problems. To detect air compressor failures, Fogelstrom
[108] considers the pressure signal within one air tank and proposes several
features (e.g. charging rate or maximum pressure) as indicators of a possible
problem. He suggests defining a reference model that captures the expected
behaviour of the system and measures the deviations between observed fea-
tures and this reference. For example, the air charging rate is considered to
be an indicator of how good a compressor’s efficiency is. In the patent, he
describes a controlled experiment for checking the charging rate of a com-
pressor and how to compare the observed charging rate with the reference. If
the observation is better than the reference, the sample is considered healthy.
If the observed rate is below the reference, the sample is considered faulty.

As is mentioned in chapter 1, we are using the Wet Tank Air Pressure sig-
nal to detect air system related faults. The wet tank supplies pressurized air
into the system to drive other equipment, e.g. brakes, gearbox and doors etc.
When the air pressure is low, the compressor starts to charge the air into the
wet tank and this air pressure is maintained at a certain range during vehicle
operations. Figure 3.2 shows the Wet Tank Air Pressure (WTAP) signal of one
vehicle during a regular operation. The pressure signal consists of a charging
period (marked with red points) and a discharging period (marked with blue
points). The pressure is expected to lie between cut-in and cut-out limits.
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Figure 3.2: The WTAP signal. Red points correspond to charging periods and blue
points correspond to discharging periods. The right panel shows features that can be
extracted from a charging cycle.

Six features were extracted from the Wet Tank Air Pressure (shown in fig-
ure 3.2 right): charging rate, maximum and minimum pressure, charging du-
ration, pressure increase and average engine speed during charging period.
These features can be considered to be descriptors of the behaviour of the
compressor during the charging period and thus should be relevant for de-
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tecting faults. Fogelstrom suggests that different feature sets are useful for
detecting different type of faults. Here we focus on the compressor failure.

In paper [1] we presented different ways of incorporating expert features
into the COSMO method, e.g. compute models based on expert features ex-
tracted from the signal, and its effects are presented and analysed.

3.2 Measuring distance between samples

A metric is required for computing the distance between units. We denote
time series obtained from each vehicle using ui(t), where i is the identity of
unit and t refers to the time period when the sensor observation was col-
lected. The selected data representation is computed using gi(t) = f(ui(t)),
where f is the process of encoding the time series ui(t) into the data represen-
tation. The pairwise distance between sample i and j are denoted by dij.

For a group of n number of samples, pairwise distance is computed be-
tween all samples, resulting in a symmetric matrix:

D =




d11 d12 · · · d1n

d21 d22 · · · d2n
...

...
. . .

...
dn1 dn2 · · · dnn


 (3.4)

where elements on the primary diagonal are equal to zero, i.e. distances dij =
dij.

Distance between histograms
We use normalized histograms, i.e. histograms where the bin values sum to
one. The distance between histograms is measured with the Hellinger dis-
tance:

h(k, l) =
1√
2

√√√√
M∑
i=1

(
√
ki −

√
li)2 (3.5)

where k and l are normalized histograms withM bins.
Hellinger distance is commonly used to quantify the similarity between

two probability distributions. There are many metrics to measure the dis-
tance between histograms, see [109] for a review. We have also tested several
other distance measures, including Euclidean, Chebyshev, Sørensen, Cosine
and the Earth Mover Distance. Euclidean, Chebyshev and Sørensen distances
come from the Lp Minkowski family. The Euclidean distance is the straight-
line distance between two points in L2 space whereas the Chebyshev distance
measures the distance assuming only the most significant dimension is rele-
vant. The Sørensen distance measures the sum of absolute difference of two
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vectors on each dimension. The Cosine distance measures the angle between
two vectors and is often called angular metric. The Earth Mover distance mea-
sures the minimum cost of turning one probability distribution into the other.
We have concluded that they all perform in a very similar way and decided
to use Hellinger distance because it is computationally efficient as well as
handles empty bins very well.

We use both histograms of the signal ui(t) and of the signal changes
∆ui(t) = ui(t) − ui(t − 1), in order to capture some of the signal dynam-
ics. The information from these can be fused in different ways.

One way is to create two dimensional histograms. Another way is to treat
the signal and signal change as independent and compute a total distance
with, for example, a p-norm:

htot(k, l) = [h(ku, lu)p + h(k∆u, l∆u)p]
1/p (3.6)

Here ku (and lu) refers to the normalized histogram of the signal, and k∆u
(and l∆u) refers to the normalised histogram of the signal changes. Using a p-
norm requires that the two distances h(ku, lu) and h(k∆u, l∆u) are of similar
scale, or else the larger of them will dominate the combined distance.

A third alternative to combine the two is to calculate the deviation level
(see equation 3.12) for the signal (εu) and signal changes (ε∆u) separately,
and then combine those deviation levels instead (using, for example, p-norm
again):

‖ε‖p = [εu
p + ε∆u

p]1/p (3.7)

In particular, by setting p→∞, we obtain:

‖ε‖∞ = max(εu, ε∆u), (3.8)

which corresponds to a ‘worst case’ approach, i.e., to always use the more
severe deviation level. This makes sense if the two models react to different
types of faults.

Distances between ESNs
Inspired by the work of Chen at al. [103], we use the L2 norm to measure the
distance between two trained ESNs (or CRJs). Two versions are employed:
one based on Monte Carlo sampling in the state space and one based on an
analytical approximation. The two ESNs are denoted by g1 and g2 and the L2

distance is defined as

L2(g1,g2) =

[∫
‖g1(x) − g2(x)‖2Ω(x)dx

]1/2

(3.9)
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where the density Ω(x) is over the states x. The Monte Carlo based distance
is computed by sampling ‖g1(x)−g2(x)‖2 over the state space. The analytical
distance is computed by assuming a uniformΩ(x) over the state space, which
gives [103]

L2(g1,g2) ∝


∑
j

w2
0,j +

1
3

∑
i,j

w2
i,j




1/2

, (3.10)

wherew0,j denotes the difference between bias weights in the matrix Wxy for
the two models g1 and g2, and wi,j denotes the difference in weights from
reservoir units in the matrix Wxy for the two models.

The Monte Carlo sampling is conducted as follows. The reservoir states
x(t) using two different input sequences result in different sequences of states
in the reservoir space. This means that g1 and g2 are trained using different
X matrices. We denote them by X1 and X2, respectively. Random states are
sampled from them, half from X1 and half from X2, and then used in the
computation of L2(g1,g2). The time order of the states is ignored.

Computing the analytical distance between reservoir models only requires
output weights from trained ESNs. The representation used for computing
the analytical distance are memory-efficient and calculating the analytical
distance is not computationally intensive. However, the analytical distance
is computed based on the assumption that all states of the neurons are uni-
formly distributed. Not all trained ESNs fulfil this assumption. As an alter-
native, the Monte-Carlo distance is computed based on sampling all states
that are actually visited. For time series data collected from a long process,
computing the Monte-Carlo distance requires large memory, for storing the
states, and can be computationally intensive.

Distance between histograms of expert features
The expert knowledge for detecting compressor faults includes several fea-
tures that can be extracted form the run-time of a compressor. In [3] we pro-
posed to extract instances of these features from long-term compressor op-
erations and used normalised histograms as the data representation to cap-
ture the probability density function of these features. Distances between his-
tograms is measured with the Hellinger distance (see equation 3.6).

3.3 Compute deviation level

Deviations are detected based on the most central pattern method (MCP) de-
scribed in [35], where several methods for estimating this deviation level (the
p-value) are compared. The MCP algorithm is built on the observation that is
most central among the group, i.e. the sum of distances to other samples is the
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smallest, which corresponds to the row in distance matrix D with minimum
row sum. The most central model reflects the normal behaviour of the group
and is denoted by c.

The set of distances from this central sample c to the other samples m are
then used as an empirical distribution. The z-score of sample m is then esti-
mated as the number of samples in the empirical distribution that is further
away from the most central pattern c:

z(m) =
|{i = 1, ...,N : di,c > dm,c}|

N
. (3.11)

where | · | denotes cardinality of the set. The null hypothesis is that all sam-
ples are drawn from the same distribution, in which case the z-scores should
be uniformly distributed between zero and one. This hypothesis is tested by
comparing the average z-score over a certain period with the value expected
from a uniform distribution.

We compute the p-value, i.e. deviation level, for the mean using a one-
sided test, since we are interested in samples that lie at the edge of the dis-
tribution, i.e. when the z-score is small. The deviation level is essentially a
measure of how likely it is that each sample is constantly deviating from the
most central sample of the group. It is important to keep track of models so
that models relating to one vehicle are kept separate from the fleet when that
vehicle is tested. The negative logarithm of the one-sided p-value is used as
the deviation level ε:

ε(z̄) = − log10

[
Φ

(
z̄− 0.5
σn

)]
, (3.12)

whereΦ(·) is the normal cumulative distribution function, z̄ is the average of
the z-scores, σn = (12n)−1/2, and n is the number of valid days during the
30 day period (i.e. the number of samples that were used when computing
z̄). We use the average z-score over 30 days in this study but this period can
be different, depending on the task. Alternatively, non-parametric statistical
methods for comparing the two distributions such as Kolmogorov-Smirnov
or Chi-squared test could also be used for computing the p-value.

The way of how the COSMO method computes the deviation level is simi-
lar to Conformal Anomaly Detection (CAD) [110, 111], presented by Laxham-
mar and inspired by [112]. The CAD is based on the framework of Conformal
Prediction [113], which estimates how much a new sample deviates from a
training set and whether the suspicion is aroused that this new sample was
generated by a different mechanism. The CAD can be viewed from the per-
spective of statistical hypothesis testing, where the null hypothesis is that the
new testing sample and the training set are independent and identically dis-
tributed, tested at a certain significance level.
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3.4 Evaluating COSMO method in detecting faults
and predicting component failures

In this work we focus on replacements of air compressors, which is one of the
more problematic components for the fleet we are monitoring. The objective
is to be able to predict, some time in advance, when the compressor is going to
fail. It is an expensive component that does not break often. However, when
it does, the vehicle is inoperable and needs to be towed for repair. Therefore,
there is a strong incentive to replace it before it fails completely, but only if
the failure is imminent.

We do not have access to the ground truth concerning actual state, e.g.
health condition, of the compressor, neither when it is in operation, nor after
it has been replaced. There are no particularly good lifetime prediction mod-
els available for this component, since the actual wear it experiences depends
heavily on external conditions and specific usage patterns. It is known that
there are several failure modes, and that the early symptoms they exhibit can
be very different. Instead, we need to rely on the information about repair
actions that have been performed on the fleet. Replacing the compressor oc-
curs in two situations: first, when the compressor fails completely, so that the
vehicle is inoperable and towed to the workshop for repair; second, when the
workshop personnel determines that the compressor is not functioning sat-
isfactorily and decides to replace it, usually based on subjective assessment
of the technicians as well as an off-board diagnostic test. The test checks the
time needed for the compressor to fully charge an air tank. The exact out-
come of this test is not recorded in the VSR database, and the results leave
room for interpretation. The first case is an example of ‘run to failure’, while
the latter one involves preventive maintenance based on workshop personnel
judgement, making it impossible to know the true remaining useful life of the
component.

Categorisation of air system related problems
There is a significant difference between a verified failure and a workshop
decision, which is why we introduce two fault categories: Compressor Failure
(CF) and Compressor Replacement in Workshop (CRiW).

There are several other faults that can manifest themselves in a similar
way. The third category is repairs related to congested air pipes, congested hoses,
malfunctioning regulator and malfunctioning dryer (PHRD), which can all signif-
icantly affect the air flow. The fourth category contains operations related to
gearbox and air brakes (GBAB), since those two systems are powered by air but
there can be other reasons for their malfunction. The fifth category is repairs
of air leaks (ALKS). Air leaks can be of varying severity and they can appear
in many places in the bus, e.g. air bellows, pipe and doors etc. These five
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categories represent different types of problems, for only one of them, Com-
pressor Failure, do we know for sure that a compressor breakdown is actually
present. All the other faults are depend on judgement and assessment from
technicians and at the very least their severity is unknown.

All those categories are important for evaluation of the COSMO method
in detecting air system related problems. The εv(t) values are a measure of
abnormality of vehicle v at time t, and our goal is to evaluate how good of an
indication of health status they are. However, those deviations are not tied to
any single fault and can be explained by different repair actions. We evaluate
how well the set of deviation level samples εv(t), specifically the Posv and
Negv subsets, match the reference data, i.e. repair events.

Labelling real data with multiple fault categories
The objective of our method is to observe deviations that occur before fail-
ures. As explained above, we necessarily assume that the time of the failure
corresponds to the time of the repair. Ideally, the deviations should be de-
tected early enough so that maintenance service, e.g. inspection or repair, can
be scheduled to deal with it. For simplicity, we assume that this period of
interest is constant, and refer to it as the prediction horizon (PH). For a repair
action α performed on vehicle v at time τ, we define the set of samples that
should be faulty as:

Fv(α) = {εv(t) : τ− PH 6 t 6 τ}. (3.13)

Furthermore, we denote by FC the set of all faulty samples for repairs from
category C, by F∗ the set of all samples that should be faulty over all cate-
gories, and by H∗ the set of samples that should be healthy, i.e.:

FCv =
⋃

α∈C
Fv(α) F∗v =

⋃

C

FCv H∗v = F∗v (3.14)

Observe that expected healthy observations are ‘shared’ between all fault
categories, since they correspond to times when a vehicle is believed to be op-
erating without any problem. Faulty observations, on the other hand, are as-
signed to specific fault categories, depending on particular repairs that were
performed.

Given these definitions, the elements in the confusion matrix (i.e. true pos-
itives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives, as shown conceptu-
ally in Figure 3.3) are defined as:

TPC(θ) =
∑
v

|Posv(θ) ∩ FCv | FP(θ) =
∑
v

|Posv(θ) ∩H∗v|

TN(θ) =
∑
v

|Negv(θ) ∩H∗v| FNC(θ) =
∑
v

|Negv(θ) ∩ FCv |. (3.15)
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Figure 3.3: Labelling of εv(t) samples in relation to repair actions.

Performance indicator
By varying the threshold θ we can map out the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic (ROC) curve, which is the relationship between the true positive rate
(TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR):

TPRC(θ) =
TPC(θ)

TPC(θ) + FNC(θ)
FPR(θ) =

FP(θ)
FP(θ) + TN(θ)

(3.16)
Note that FPR is independent of the fault categories and depends only on the
threshold θ, whereas TPR depends on both θ and on the chosen fault category
C. When evaluating the result we use the area under the ROC curve (AUC) as
a quality measure. Time receiver operating characteristic (TROC) curve [114]
introduced by Ya et al. also takes account of the time series nature of the data
to assess the performance of diagnosis systems.

In this thesis, the confidence interval of the AUC value for the bus fleet
data is computed using leave-one-out (i.e. the individual buses are left out
one by one), while the confidence interval of AUC in paper [2, 3] was com-
puted based on [115] presented by DeLong et al.





Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Summary of papers

Paper I
Using Histograms to Find Compressor Deviations in Bus Fleet Data

Paper I describes the maintenance management strategy of the commer-
cial fleet we are studying and the major problems this fleet is encountering.
We decided to focus on air system problems, compressor faults in particular,
based on the fact that: i) consequences are severe, i.e. the vehicle is inoperable
without a functioning compressor and the cost to repair it is high; ii) most ve-
hicles within the fleet have compressor problems; iii) there are no particularly
good RUL prediction models for this component.

The paper also investigated ways of discovering abnormal behaviour and
irregularities, based on comparing each individual vehicle within the fleet,
and histograms of on-board signals. A number of distance measures are com-
pared and the variability of histograms collected over different time spans is
analysed. Clustering algorithms are used to discover structure in the data and
track how this changes over time. The result indicates that selected methods
need to adapt to a changing number of clusters. This paper also proposed a
method to visualise how deviations of each vehicle change in time, based on
the signal and derivative of the signal. The paper also addressed that the de-
viation levels computed based on on-board sensor data need to match against
the reference knowledge, e.g. repair actions from Vehicle Service Records,
finding interesting patterns for detecting faults and indicating failures.

41
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Paper II
Evaluation of Self-Organized Approach for Predicting Compressor Faults
in a City Bus Fleet

Paper II proposed an approach to evaluate the performance of the COSMO
method in predicting major component failures, using data collected from
regular operations. A labelling method that is based on the reference knowl-
edge, i.e. repair event and assessment of the equipment within the VSR, was
proposed to annotate the condition of vehicle air system operations. A par-
ticular challenge we are facing is the complexity and inaccuracy of the infor-
mation contained within VSR, i.e. there are different types of faults related to
the air system, some of the information is subjective, relying on an workshop
technician’s observation and the time of repair events is not always accurate.

We have grouped data on a daily basis as individual samples and assigned
them into different fault categories. The proposed labelling method assumes
that the time of the failure corresponds to the time of the repair, since the ob-
jective is to detect deviations that occur before the failure. Observations prior
to the time of repairs are considered to be ‘faulty’ and were assigned to the
correspondent fault category. Time periods without any faults are considered
to be ‘healthy’ and were shared between all fault categories. Receiver Oper-
ating Characteristic curves are computed to evaluate the COSMO method in
detecting different fault categories and the AUC is considered to be a perfor-
mance indicator.

The proposed approach has shown that the COSMO method is effective in
predicting compressor failures by using only Wet Tank Air Pressure, under an
unsupervised scenario. The AUC of the COSMO method with histograms as
data representation is 0.72± 0.16. Different types of metrics were compared
to measure the difference between samples. It is evident that the choice of
distance measure does not have a strong effect on the result when predicting
compressor failures.

Paper III
Incorporating Expert Knowledge into a Self-Organized Approach for Pre-
dicting Compressor Faults in a City Bus Fleet

Paper III has demonstrated a comparison between different variations of
the COSMO method and an expert system based on a US patent. We have im-
plemented this expert knowledge based approach and analysed the effect of
incorporating it into the COSMO method. The result shows that the COSMO
method, based purely on Wet Tank Air Pressure signal without any domain
knowledge nor supervision to extract useful features, performs equally as
well as the expert system.
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This is an important result from a practical point of view, i.e. an unsu-
pervised method can perform equally well as an expert system, since cost-
effective and autonomous methods that work for a variety of equipment were
increasingly demanded in the automotive industry.

In addition, we evaluated several features, which are suggested in the
patent, that are useful for detecting compressor failures. We performed sev-
eral experiments, using both real and synthetic data, to explain some of the
non-intuitive observations. The final result shows that the COSMO method
augmented with expert features outperforms other solutions.

Paper IV
Predicting Air Compressor Failures with Echo State Networks

Paper IV employed a new data representation for the COSMO method, the
Echo State Network (ESN), which captures the time dynamics of the signal.
A key feature of the COSMO method is the ability to capture and encode
various characteristics of the signal, or sets of signals, by using different data
representations.

Both histograms and ESNs were employed and results were compared to
detect on-road failures caused by air compressor faults. It was shown that
both methods are sensitive to the expected changes in characteristics of the
signal and work well on simulated data. However, to detect different types of
deviations, histograms need to be calculated over appropriate features, cor-
responding to the interesting characteristics of the signal. In order to propose
appropriate features, knowledge and understanding of the underlying prob-
lems or faults is required. In contrast, ESNs detected both types of faults, by
being able to capture differences in multiple features of the signal, without
providing any additional explicit knowledge of the relevant input features.

The result of using bus fleet data shows that the histogram model, de-
spite being simpler, handles the deviations in real data better than the Echo
State Network. Histograms are robust against noise, which makes them very
suitable to deal with the noise exist in on-board sensor data. Nevertheless,
the ESNs results on the synthetic data were encouraging. There are still is-
sues which need to be explored regarding the fitting of the ESNs models,
based on the time series. If the performance of ESN models can be improved,
they can be very attractive general data representations for capturing the dy-
namics of signals on-board equipment networks and as building blocks in an
autonomous fault detection system.

Paper V
Evaluation of Micro-flaws in Metallic Material Based on A Self-Organized
Data-driven Approach
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Paper V has demonstrated the generality of the COSMO method by ap-
plying it to another domain, i.e. Non-Destructive Testing (detect micro-flaws
within metallic materials). In this work, a transducer was used to collect echo
waves of impulses sent at different locations on the surface of a metal board
and spectral components of the echo wave signal were used as data rep-
resentation. Experiments on both synthetic data and real world data show
that the COSMO method is capable of indicating the location of the micro
crack within a metal board. Furthermore, the deviation level estimated by the
COSMO method increases as the size of the micro-crack grows progressively.
This information can be used for monitoring the health condition of metallic
materials, e.g. measuring or modelling the degradation over time.

4.2 Compilation of bus fleet results

The bus fleet we are studying operates on a daily basis, i.e. on-board and off-
board data is continuously collected over time. Faults and failures occurred
and new maintenance services are provided for the vehicle fleet. In this sec-
tion the performance of different variations of the COSMO method and an
expert system, explained in chapter 3, is presented and compared, based on
on-board data collected and off-board maintenance records processed and in-
terpreted up to the present date.

In paper [2], we have proposed two categories for compressor faults: Com-
pressor Replacement with Towing and Compressor Replacement in Workshop. The
first category refers to ’run to failure’ cases where compressor failures have
rendered the vehicle inoperable and it was towed to the workshop. We as-
sumed that, if compressor replacement and towing cost co-occur in a service
entry, then this repair counts as Compressor Replacement with Towing. However,
there exists one occasion where the bus was towed to the workshop but the
breakdown was not caused by compressor faults. For the compressor replace-
ment of bus ’O’ in October 2012, both ‘towing’ and ‘compressor replacement’
are included in the entry of this workshop visit; however, the on-board GPS
signal shows that the bus was driven to the workshop, i.e. it was still operable
before entering the workshop. There is no evidence suggesting that the com-
pressor had failed and caused the vehicle to become inoperable at that time.
Therefore, in the most recent paper [4], we proposed to use Compressor Failure
and Compressor Replacement to distinguish the differences of a verified failure
and a workshop decision. We have recategorised all repair events and show
the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve of different methods in predict-
ing Compressor Failures in figure 4.1. The performance of the COSMO method
based on histograms of WTAP, the signal and derivatives of the signal, are
different from the result presented in [2].

In paper [3], an expert system is proposed and compared with the COSMO
method. Moreover, the expert knowledge presented in a series of US patents
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Figure 4.1: ROC curves and AUC values, with 95% confidence intervals, when de-
tecting Compressor Failure with different methods.

(for detecting air system problems, compressor failures in particular) is incor-
porated into the COSMO method. Figure 4.1 shows the ROC Curve of differ-
ent methods in predicting Compressor Failures, based on the data collected up
to the present date. AUC with 95% confidence interval shows that there is no
significant difference between the COSMO method and the expert knowledge
based system. This result is consistent with our previous work presented in
[3].

Figure 4.2 shows the ROC Curve using different distance measures for
comparing histograms, based on the data collected up to the present date.
Area Under the Curve with 95% confidence interval shows that there are no
significant differences between using Euclidean, Chebyshev, Sorensen, Co-
sine, Hellinger and Earth Mover Distance. This result is consistent with the
conclusion from our previous work [2].
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Perspectives

5.1 Conclusion

In this thesis and appended papers we have demonstrated how a self-organised
deviation detection approach, the COSMO method, can be employed to de-
tect faults and predict failures for a commercial fleet of city buses, based on
sensor data collected on-board and service records collected off-board. More
specifically, the COSMO method detects deviations, based on the knowledge
profile of normal behaviour built up from all units within the fleet, during
their regular operation. It is essentially a ’wisdom of the crowd’ approach
that can deal with concept drift, seasonal changes and various types of equip-
ment. Instead of relying on expert supervision to detect faults for a specific
component, our method is flexible and works for various systems, if a num-
ber of similar systems is available. Furthermore, the COSMO method utilises
generic models to capture characteristics of signals without external supervi-
sion. Each vehicle is remotely monitored and any deviations detected will be
reported to the vehicle operator and equipment manager.

This thesis addresses the problem of enabling data collected from regular
operations for detecting faults. The proposed system enables all units within
a fleet to be aware of their health status during regular operation and mini-
mizes the required effort from human experts. Contributions of this work fall
into the following four categories:

• Proposed a method that labels the data collected from regular opera-
tion, based on Vehicle Service Records, and evaluates the performance
(prognostic power) of the COSMO method to detect faults and to pre-
dict major component failures.

• Investigated how expert knowledge can be incorporated into the COSMO
method and compared the COSMO method against an expert knowl-
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edge based system in predicting vehicle air compressor faults. The re-
sult shows both methods perform equally well.

• Employed a complex data representation, Echo State Networks (ESN),
for the COSMO method. This demonstrated ESN’s capability in captur-
ing different characteristics of the signal and the potential benefits in
detecting various faults, based on experiments using of both synthetic
and real data.

• Demonstrated the generality of the COSMO method by applying it to
another domain, i.e. detecting micro-flaws in metallic materials.

5.2 Future Work

The general objective of the COSMO method is to detect faults in model space
using self-organized data representations. The method was designed to de-
tect faults for fleets with similar equipment. Future work falls into to the fol-
lowing four categories:

Grouping of the units that share similar characteristics: the method should
be able to identify different types of equipment operations and group them
based on: i) type of units, i.e. models, system specification and static features
that do not change frequently; ii) type of tasks, objectives or operations per-
formed; iii) external conditions. The nominal state of different units and op-
erations will then be determined, based on the grouping and fault detection
is performed in model space.

Representation Learning: the method can learn from observations and
failure cases to improve data representations employed, i.e. by adjusting model
parameters or selecting suitable representation based on supervised indica-
tors. Furthermore, the criteria of a representation being generic needs to be
investigated, i.e. what representation is capable of adapting to various types
of signals, capture (most typical) characteristics and explanatory factors etc.
In short, with representation learning techniques adopted, the method can
not only detect faults, by learning from faults and failure cases which have
occurred, but also perform fault isolation and identification.

Detection of faults based on multivariate time series: investigate how to
utilise multivariate time series data for the COSMO method, i.e. exploit the
relationship between two signals or a set of signals to detect deviations. Vari-
ous deviation levels can be generated using different combinations of signals.
These deviations can be categorised, related to different faults and interpreted
to describe the condition of equipment.

Improving the evaluation method: investigate how to evaluate the COSMO
method in detecting faults with different severity levels as well as taking the
prognostic power in terms of different prediction horizons into consideration.
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Abstract

Cost effective methods for predictive maintenance
are increasingly demanded in the automotive indus-
try. One solution is to utilize the on-board signals
streams on each vehicle and build self-organizing
systems that discover data deviations within a fleet.
In this paper we evaluate histograms as features
for describing and comparing individual vehicles.
The results are based on a long-term field test with
nineteen city buses operating around Kungsbacka
in Halland.

The purpose of this work is to investigate ways
of discovering abnormal behaviors and irregulari-
ties between histograms of on-board signals, here
specifically focusing on air pressure. We compare a
number of distance measures and analyze the vari-
ability of histograms collected over different time
spans. Clustering algorithms are used to discover
structure in the data and track how this changes
over time. As data are compared across the fleet,
observed deviations should be matched against (of-
ten imperfect) reference data coming from work-
shop maintenance and repair databases.

1 Introduction

Unplanned stops are problematic for commercial
transportation fleet operators. Besides the irrita-
tion and loss of confidence they cause with the
operator, they often lead to failures in meeting
the transportation schedule and delivery deadlines,
with attached penalty fees. If they occur on the
road, which is the worst case, there are further costs
incurred from towing, damages caused by towing,

∗Authors are with Center for Applied Intelligent Systems
Research, Halmstad University, Sweden. Email addresses
follow firstname.lastname@hh.se pattern.

disturbance of the traffic flow, and the loss of con-
fidence among the public.

The current paradigm for upkeep of on-road
transportation vehicles is a mix of proactive and re-
active approaches. The specific case we have stud-
ied is a fleet of 19 city buses in Kungsbacka that run
on average 100,000 km per vehicle and year. Four
maintenance services are planned per year, when
filters, oils, and brakes are checked (one of these
is done in relation to the compulsory annual mo-
tor vehicle test). The on-board computers are also
checked for diagnostic trouble codes that have been
triggered since the last service. Furthermore, if the
customer has observed warnings on the dashboard
during operation and relays this to the workshop
then repairs related to this can also be done.

We have studied the operation of this vehicle fleet
for 30 months, with the conclusion that the lead-
ing principle for maintenance is still reactive: “you
fix something when it breaks”. These vehicles have
about equally many significant1 unplanned stops
per year as the planned maintenance services. The
average number of days spent in the workshop per
visit was about four, which equals the number of
days for the most complex of the planned service
stops. These numbers are very close to mainte-
nance statistics recently reported for US heavy duty
trucks [19] so they are probably a quite accurate
description of the typical status of on-road vehicle
maintenance operation.

These uptime statistics mean that the bus oper-
ator needs to keep 1-2 vehicles as “spare” to guar-
antee undisturbed transportation services. This is
more than they desire: the goal is to have a 95%
uptime, i.e. one “spare” vehicle per twenty.

There are many reasons for the fairly high down-

1We do not count minor repairs that are done while the
bus is in depot or by the on-road assistance service. With
“significant” we mean a repair that required going to a work-
shop and staying there for most of a day (often several days).



time. A substantial part is waiting time, i.e. the
bus is in the workshop but no work is being done
on it (“wrench time” is low). Another substantial
part is the time lost for not planning. Unplanned
maintenance often leads to long waiting times while
time is being allocated for the repair in the work-
shop. The same is seen in statistics for US heavy
duty trucks [18, 19] so it should not be specific for
the operation we have studied.

Thus, a significant improvement in uptime could
be achieved if the number of unplanned repairs
is decreased and the waiting time associated with
these is decreased. That is, a shift to a paradigm
with more predictive maintenance; fix or replace
components before they cause an unplanned stop.
This requires a technology for sensing the health
status of the vehicles and communicating this to
the maintenance operations.

There are several hurdles when transforming to a
predictive maintenance paradigm. One is to change
how vehicle assets are valued (or depreciated) [18].
Another is to design a business model that allows
all stake-holders to get a piece of the cake; it is of-
ten obvious that what the operator saves money on
is not valuable to the service provider (unless they
have a common goal of increased vehicle uptime).
A third is to decrease the threshold for predictive
maintenance technology, i.e. to design solutions
that can provide additional functionality without
the cost for new sensors or new expert-built sys-
tems for diagnosis.

Our contribution is on the third part, how to do
more with what already exists on vehicles. Mod-
ern transportation vehicles are mobile cyberphys-
ical systems. There are hundreds, if not thou-
sands, of sensor and control signals communicated
on the controller area network (CAN). There are
gateways for wireless communication with the ve-
hicles. There are multiple computers on-board, al-
beit with limited computing powers available for
new services. Our approach is to utilize this cy-
berphysical aspect and mine the existing on-board
data streams for information that can be used for
predictive maintenance services.

Each vehicle in the fleet is equipped with a spe-
cial electronic hardware, the Volvo Analysis and
Communication Tool (VACT), that is capable of
logging on board time series of sensor readings and
control commands, as well as communicating com-
pressed versions of these wirelessly to a back-office

server. Service records, including maintenance and
component exchange information, are also avail-
able.

A particular challenge with our approach of
learning from normal operation is the lack of la-
beled and accurate data. There is no ground truth
of how a risky component looks like. The quality of
the service records is far from satisfactory for the
purpose of learning. The service record database
is designed primarily for keeping track of invoices,
which means that information about parts replaced
and operations performed is quite accurate but the
dates (and mileages) of maintenance are inaccurate.
Furthermore, fact that a component was replaced
does not strictly mean that is was broken (there is
no follow-up on this). There is always the human
factor; if a particular important component breaks
unexpectedly a few times then this can result in an
increased eagerness for checking and replacing that
same component on other buses.

We have in previous works [3, 4] presented anal-
yses of the data streams on the bus fleet men-
tioned above, showing that it is possible to mine
the data streams and detect upcoming problems on
many systems by comparing signal profiles across
the fleet. This paper focuses on the air compres-
sor. It is a vital component that supplies high
pressure air to the brakes, the suspension and the
gear box. Compressors are particularly interesting
for this fleet since there was an avalanche of com-
pressor replacements within the fleet during 2012
and 2013. The vehicles in the fleet are year mod-
els 2007, 2008 and 2009. Four vehicles are from
2009, one is from 2008, and the remaining vehicles
are from 2007. Prior to 2012 had only one com-
pressor been replaced on the vehicles. During 2012
and 2013 were 19 compressor replacements done,
on some vehicles more than once.

We are using the Wet Tank Air Pressure signal
for diagnostics. This is the only signal we have
access to on the CAN that is relevant to the com-
pressor function. The wet tank is a supply tank
for pressurized air. The compressor feeds the air
through an air dryer and into the wet tank (the
name is a bit of a misnomer). The air from the wet
tank is then fed into air drain tanks, one for each
brake circuit, through one way valves.

There are several faults that can affect the wet
tank air pressure. One is an insufficient compressor.
Another is congested pipes due to carbon deposits



in them, somewhat like atherosclerosis in humans.
The carbon deposits come from vaporized lubrica-
tion oil (the same lubrication oil as for the main
engine). A third is a leak.

Our goal is to perform fault detection on the air
pressure system and find irregularities within a fleet
with the use of histograms of the Wet Tank Air
Pressure. Differences between histograms of the
signal, as well as the derivative of the signal, are
compared across the fleet. Clustering is performed
to dissect the structure of the data. The work is a
continuation of previous work presented in 2013 [4].

2 Related Work

The commercial fleet application, with data min-
ing of on-board data streams, fits into the theme
of ubiquitous knowledge discovery, self-monitoring
and diagnostic system. The challenges we have seen
and encountered in this application match well with
the description given by Gama and Cornuéjols of
resource aware distributed knowledge discovery [8].
Our first work in this field was presented in 2007 [5],
introducing the idea of using the fleet as a “wisdom
of the crowd” for fault detection.

A similar “wisdom of the crowd” idea was re-
cently suggested by Lapira in his work on cluster-
based fault detection for fleets of similar machines
(wind farms and manufacturing robots) [17] . He
clusters wind turbines into “peer-clusters”, i.e. tur-
bines with similar external conditions, and devi-
ating (poorly performing) turbines within peer-
clusters are identified.

There is also quite a lot of common ground be-
tween our work on mining on-board data streams
and the Vedas and MineFleet R© systems suggested
by Kargupta et al. [14–16]. Kargupta et al. focus
on monitoring correlations between on-board sig-
nals for vehicles but they use a supervised paradigm
to detect certain fault behaviors.

There is a large amount of literature of equip-
ment monitoring, fault detection and diagnostics
that is related to commercial fleet application, re-
views can be found in [9–12]. The traditional
method of equipment monitoring for fault detection
on automotive systems follow two concepts, using
a reference model or develop a pattern recognition
classifier. In those works, human experts plays a vi-
tal role in the development of the reference model

or classifier.
When it comes to fault detection and diagnos-

tics for compressors during run-time it is common
to use specific sensors for this. Accelerometers for
vibration statistics, e.g. [1], or temperature sen-
sors to measure the compressor working tempera-
ture [13]. The standard off-board tests for checking
the health status of compressors require first dis-
charging the compressor and then measuring the
time it takes to reach certain pressure limits in a
charging test, as described e.g. in a compressor
trouble shooting manual [2]. All these are essen-
tially model-based diagnostic approaches where the
normal performance of a compressor has been de-
fined in the laboratory and then compared to the
field case. Similarly, there are some patents that de-
scribe methods for on-board fault detection for air
brake systems (compressors, air dryers, wet tanks,
etc.). They build on setting reference values for
operation at installment (or after repair) of a com-
pressor system, see e.g. [7].

We are not aware of any work on fault detec-
tion of air brake compressor systems that utilize
the pressure signal in the wet tank.

3 Method

In this section we describe and justify different ap-
proaches we have used in order to better under-
stand and illustrate how histograms can be used
to detect deviations. We have looked at a number
of parameters for individual histograms, as well as
several distance measures that can be used for com-
paring them, both between buses and across time.
We have investigated the structure of the fleet us-
ing clustering algorithms, as well as followed how
clusters changes over time. Finally, we analyze dis-
tances between individual vehicle and the rest of
the groups, and match observed deviations against
reference data.

3.1 Histogram Analysis

Histograms are simple, compact, easy to compute
and robust against noise. They are one dimen-
sional arrays representing signal within a specific
time span. Histograms are more expensive to cal-
culate and store than statistical parameters such
as mean and variance, but they also capture more



information. One of the drawbacks of using his-
tograms is the loss of time information, but in many
cases this is acceptable.

There is a number of basic parameters that have
to be decided when using histograms, including
number of bins or the length of time over which
the histogram should be collected. In particular,
shorter lengths mean more randomness, for exam-
ple due to the usage patterns, external conditions
or sensor inaccuracies. Such influences would even
out over longer time periods and lead to more stable
results. However, such a system would react slower
and can not detect deviations as quickly. Similarly,
more bins means that more variation would be cap-
tured from the original signal, it would also intro-
duce more noise when comparing histograms.

There is a number of well-defined distance and
similarity measures for histograms. Cha in [6] sum-
marized and categorized different measures both
syntactically and semantically. In the previous
work we have had success using Hellinger distance.
Here we compare four popular distance measures
from a few families: Euclidean and Chebyshev
distances from Minkowski family, Cosine distance
from the inner product family and Hellinger dis-
tance from Fidelity family.

3.2 Clustering

Clustering algorithms can be used for deviation de-
tection in the sense that outliers are a lot differ
from normal observations and therefore would not
fit regular clusters. At the same time, clustering
provides more details than anomaly detection does,
including information such as structure of the data.
Knowing which samples naturally group together is
valuable for analysis.

As an example, Xu in [20] presents a review of
a number of clustering algorithms. In our case we
have initially used hierarchical clustering since it
provides a very good way to visualize the structure
of the data using dendrograms. It allows one to
quickly decide how many clusters to use later on,
for example. Another popular clustering method
is spectral clustering, which has been shown to of-
ten outperform other, more traditional, clustering
algorithms.

In our compressor data, we expect clustering al-
gorithms to assign individuals with similar behav-
ior into the same cluster. Examples of that would

include old versus newly replaced compressors, etc.
Therefore we could label each cluster with meaning-
ful description. It is, however, difficult to do that
without reliable reference data. In many cases clus-
tering algorithm will assign outliers into the same
group, but it is also likely that they would be as-
signed to different clusters, since they may be very
far from each other.

One issue with clustering is that most algorithms
will always provide clusters, even if provided with
random data. Therefore, verification of whether
the clusters are useful is necessary. As we have ex-
plained in the introduction, we do not have ground
truth to decide that. A number of quality measures
such as intra- and inter-cluster distances and ratios
between them have been proposed and can be used
for comparisons. But they typically do not have
intuitive and understandable meaning.

Generally speaking, even healthy buses provide
histograms that differ from one another. Those
“natural” differences are not the type of deviation
we are expected to capture and therefore can be
considered as noise. We expect normal buses differ
from faulty ones more than the normal ones differ
among themselves, but it is not guaranteed. Thus,
we need to observe the changes in clusters by in-
troducing different amount of noise.

A way to examine cluster validity is to add noise
to the data and see whether the structure changes.
Small amount of noise will not affect grouping re-
sult, but the amount of noise in this case remain
unknown to us. If the structure is easy to destroy,
then the clusters did not capture any particularly
strong relations. We can obtain different clustering
results by introducing certain amount of Gaussian
noise into the histogram similarity matrix and com-
pare the similarities between those clusterings. To
quantify this, We use Jaccard index to calculate
similarity between two clusters, and match clus-
ters from the two clusterings in a way that maxi-
mizes the sum of Jaccard similarities. Addition to
that, practically, whether the clusters are meaning-
ful also depends on the input data. We expect that
using histograms of very short length would intro-
duce large randomness and made clustering results
less useful.

On the other hand, proper time length chosen
for histogram is not clear. For signal histograms,
the shorter time length they are the more difference
and variance they will present. Clustering with his-



tograms of short time length will show large uncer-
tainty in grouping results and thus should be avoid.
Additionally, if we choose to use histogram with
longer time span, it would take longer before we
can detect faults. Therefore, a reasonable trade off
between shorter and longer time length is required.

3.3 Group Comparison

Finally, the main focus of our deviation detection
method is based on comparing individual vehicles
against the rest of the group. The goal is to provide
quantitative analysis that could be used for fault
detection and diagnosis.

The most important aspect is to account for the
natural variability within the group. For each week,
daily histogram is calculated for each bus and we
start by calculating the distance between each bus
with the rest of the fleet, in a leave-one-out style.
Average distance among all the buses is also cal-
culated and a bus is considered to be deviating if
there is a large difference between these two values.

For each week, daily histograms were computed
and For each bus, average distance to the fleet and
within the fleet is computed using daily histogram
within a week. High peaks in the figure address the
deviation of target bus with the fleet and therefore
can be used to match the analysis against refer-
ence data from workshop maintenance and repair
databases.

One issue with using histogram distances, when
considering diagnostics task, is that new compres-
sors are likely to also be deviating from the group.
They are definitely not broken, but they still be-
have differently from the old ones. Basically a bet-
ter or a new compressor would tend to pump air
faster than the old ones, which would result in sig-
nal with sharper slopes and also histogram with
higher mean. Therefore, we are interested in cap-
turing more information with our distance mea-
sures, not only whether a given bus is deviating,
but also in what way. To this end we augment the
difference between histograms with a sign, depend-
ing on histograms’ center of gravity. A distance
will be positive if target vehicle has average pres-
sure higher than fleet’s average, and negative if it
has lower pressure.

Another way of adding more information is to use
histogram of signal derivatives. Basically air com-
pressor provide bursts of pressure when the pres-

Figure 1: Two month histogram of Wet Tank Air
Pressure signal from different buses

Figure 2: Histograms from bus 374 using different
time periods

sures in the tank is dropped to certain level. Thus
the compressor affect the signal similar to impulse.
Therefore, the derivative of signal is the changes
in value over time created by those pulses. An as-
sumption of using Wet Tank Air Pressure deriva-
tive is that it is less susceptible to differences in
usage of the vehicle. Usually, average pressure will
be lower in a city than on a highway, due to the
amount of breaking, which uses air. Derivatives
contains the information of how the compressor
burst up the pressure in tank, which offer direct
link to the condition of compressor. We expect a
better or a new compressor would pump air faster
than the old and faulty ones, which would result
in a signal with sharper slopes while pumping and
histogram with larger shift. By combining with dis-
tance measures on original signal and deviation be-
tween derivative histograms across the fleet, we can
map and visualize individuals on the fleet level on
a 2D map for observation.



4 Results

The data presented here were collected over almost
three years on 19 commercial fleet buses operating
in Kungsbacka. All the signals were sampled with
1 Hz frequency. In addition, we use service records
to analyse maintenance and repair history of the
vehicles.

Based on the signal specification document, we
have chosen to use histograms with 60 bins and
range between 0 and 12 bars. Figure 1 shows an
example representing two months of data from dif-
ferent vehicles, collected in December 2012. As can
be seen, there are significant differences between
individual buses, some of them have higher aver-
age pressure value or lower variance. This could
be due to different usage of the buses (e.g. average
pressure would be lower for city instead of highway
driving) but it can also be an indication of a worn
compressor.

Figure 2 shows examples from a single bus, using
different time lengths. As can be expected, one
year data histograms are quite stable, and shorter
periods display more variability. Differences in the
lower pressure ranges can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows different distance measures be-
tween weekly histograms from two buses, 370 and
377. The peaks in April and July are interesting
since they show that the buses are suddenly be-
coming less similar than they normally are. How-
ever they do not show which bus is the faulty one.
We can analyse the distance between bus 370 and
the average histogram of the rest of the fleet, pre-
sented in Figure 5. Since the April peak is also
present here, we can assume that bus 370 is faulty.
On the other hand, peak in July is missing, so in
this case bus 377 is to be blamed.

Figure 3: Histograms from bus 374 using different
time periods, scaled to show lower-valued bins

Figure 4: Change in time of distance between
weekly histograms from two buses, 370 and 377

Comparing the four distance measures we can
see that they all display the same trend but with
different bias. Chebyshev distance seems to sup-
press lower differences and only peak where large
differences exists. Cosine distance shows the largest
peaks, which makes it interesting for deviation de-
tection. Euclidean distance is the least preferred,
since it shows the least variance. Hellinger distance
gives results similar to cosine, they both have very
early and steep “up slope”, which shows that they
are sensitive to the changes in data.

Figure 6 shows the result from hierarchical clus-
tering based on distance matrix using Hellinger dis-
tance. With dendrogram representation, it is easy
to see the structure in the data. The result shows
that there is three large clusters among all the
buses. However, we also expect to see some out-
liers and therefore we decide to use 4 clusters in
the subsequent experiments.

Figure 7 shows the results of spectral clustering
over a period of five and half months. The visu-
alization here focuses on changes of cluster mem-
bership for buses. Each shape and color represents
one of the four clusters, each row corresponds to
one bus and each column to a single histogram col-
lected over 2 week period. It can be seen that some

Figure 5: Change in time of distance between
weekly histogram from bus 370 and fleet average



Figure 6: Hierarchical clustering

of the buses are always assigned to the same cluster
(e.g. 370 and 455), while some others are switching
between clusters frequently (e.g. 376 and 379).

Figure 8 shows some simple information about
clusters and their internal structure. Four horizon-
tal sections represent different clusters. For each
cluster, the diamond shape represents its centroid
and the circles above it are the members of the clus-
ter. The distance between each circle and the cor-
responding diamond is the actual distance between
the bus and the centroid of its cluster (however,
the distances between circles are not meaningful).
Therefore, this figure shows the difference between
large and small clusters, sparse and dense clusters,
as well as the difference between monolithic clusters
and clusters with outliers. For example, in January
2013, the top (red) cluster contains a clear outlier.

Figure 9 is based on the previous one, but adds
information about how each bus shifts from one
cluster to another. Gray lines represent connect
points corresponding to the same bus. As an ex-
ample, bus 455 stays in the same cluster all the

Figure 7: Evolution of clustering

Figure 8: Cluster structure

time, while buses 383 and 454 shift frequently. It
is also interesting to note that in the middle of Oc-
tober, first and second clusters merged, while the
third cluster split into two. Multiple interpreta-
tions are possible here. After the split there could
only be three natural clusters in the data, but since
we have set the algorithm to always find four clus-
ters, it made the artificial split. Alternatively, there
should have been more clusters all along, and this
change is an effect of competition between different
clusters.

Figure 10 presents the effect of increased vari-
ability of data when using shorter time periods.
It shows comparisons between clustering obtained
from half year long histograms, and clusterings ob-
tained from shorter subsets of the same data. We
can compare it to Figure 11, where similarity of the
clustering results drops as we introduce increasing
amounts of Gaussian noise into the distance ma-
trix. The maximum similarity between clusters is
4.0, since we always have four clusters and we use
the sum of Jaccard indexes. The average similarity

Figure 9: Cluster structure



Figure 10: Clustering similarity for histograms
with different time lengths

expected from random clusterings is 1.01. Figure
12 shows the noise tolerance of the cluster struc-
ture. Within two percent of noise, the clustering
results remain the same. By comparing Figures 10
and 11 we can see that the curves have similar be-
havior, which means the randomness introduced by
short term histogram can be seen as noise.

Figure 13 in the left column shows the original
Wet Tank Air Pressure signal along with its deriva-
tive signals, calculated with different steps. In
the right column are the corresponding histograms.
The purpose to introduce step average calculation
here is to provide more variation and bin values to
derivative histograms, and therefore, to compen-
sate limited resolution of the sensor.

Figure 14 uses a “map of the fleet” plot to visu-
alise how deviations change in time. Subfigure 14a
presents the map using two weeks of data from 6th
of July, while subfigure 14b shows the data from
25th of July to 7th of August. According to the
maintenance records, bus 371 had its compressor
replaced on 22nd of July. We have decided to show
the situation before(14a) and after(14b) that re-
pair. This “map” shows how each individual bus
deviates from the fleet. Distance is calculated be-
tween the histogram for each bus and the average
histogram for the whole fleet, both using the orig-
inal Wet Tank Air Pressure signal as well as its

Figure 11: Clustering similarity with added noise

Figure 12: Clustering similarity with added noise,
zoom in at lower noise level

derivative. We add sign to the distance between
histograms as explained in section 3.3: positive
values correspond to the buses with higher pres-
sure compared to the fleet average, and negative
ones correspond to pressure lower than fleet aver-
age. We expect a new compressor to be located in
upper right part of the map and a worn compressor
in the lower left corner.

Data of 14 buses are available at this period. The
figure shows the expected shift of bus 371 after it
got its compressor replaced. Similarly, bus 454 had
compressor air leak problem that was fixed between
10th and 15th of July, and it also shifted in the
plot. Another bus that moved is 377. According
to maintenance records, it had an air leak problem
in gearbox that was fixed between 5th and 18th of
July. However, during most of the time shown in
the figure the bus was in the workshop. Bus 452 has
moved significantly to the left, however it only has
six hours of operation in the ’after’ period, which is
not enough to draw any conclusions. On the other
hand, bus 375 also moved to the left. According to
the service records it had air dryer problem on 4th

Figure 13: Original and derivative signal



(a) Data from 6th of July until 20th of July 2013, before
the replacement

(b) Data from 25th of July until 7th of August 2013,
after the replacement

Figure 14: Map of the fleet around 22nd of July 2013, compressor replacement for bus 371

of September and problem with the brake system
on 1st of October. Therefore, we suspected that
this shift corresponds to early fault symptoms.

Figure 15 shows average distance comparison be-
tween each individual bus and the average of the
fleet from January 2012 until February 2013. For
each week, daily histograms were computed for
each bus, and the average distance to the rest of
fleet is presented. High peaks in the figure cor-
respond to the deviation of target bus from the
group and therefore can be matched against ref-
erence data from the workshop. For example, bus
452 has a large deviation between 17th and 30th of
November that corresponds to gearbox renovation.

5 Conclusion & Future Work

Our previous work introduced a self-monitoring
predictive maintenance system for commercial ve-
hicle fleets. The general idea is perform compar-
isons across the fleet, using histogram representa-
tions of various signals, and detect individuals that
display abnormal behaviour. We have found, how-
ever, that the lack of ground truth about compo-
nent condition made it hard to rigorously evaluate
quality of the result.

This paper addresses a challenge of evaluating
a number of possible techniques and design choices
that bear significant influence on the final effective-
ness of the solution. We use a concrete example of
analysing deviations in the Wet Tank Air Pressure
signal and relating them to heterogeneous, uncer-
tain reference data of air compressor repairs his-

tory. Problems related to this component are very
common and costly ones for our industrial partner.

The results presented here are very much work
in progress. Our clustering results would benefit
from adaptive number of clusters, as well as recog-
nizing and categorizing different clusters. Another
interesting idea is to perform self correlation anal-
ysis by comparing histogram with the object itself
in terms of different time span. We are also investi-
gating ways to determine significance of deviations.

In our long term perspective, we plan to build
up fully self-organized and self-awareness systems.
Under predictive maintenance field, we would like
to develop a system that could adapt different data
mining method to real world application, be able
to perform fault detection on heterogeneous, cross
domain data and convey knowledge in a concise and
effective way.
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Abstract
Managing the maintenance of a commercial vehicle fleet is an attractive application domain of
ubiquitous knowledge discovery. Cost effective methods for predictive maintenance are progres-
sively demanded in the automotive industry. The traditional diagnostic paradigm that requires
human experts to define models is not scalable to today’s vehicles with hundreds of computing
units and thousands of control and sensor signals streaming through the on-board controller
area network. A more autonomous approach must be developed.

In this paper we evaluate the performance of the COSMO approach for automatic detection
of air pressure related faults on a fleet of city buses. The method is both generic and robust.
Histograms of a single pressure signal are collected and compared across the fleet and deviations
are matched against workshop maintenance and repair records. It is shown that the method
can detect several of the cases when compressors fail on the road, well before the failure. The
work is based on data from a three year long field study involving 19 buses operating in and
around a city on the west coast of Sweden.

Keywords: Vehicle diagnostics, predictive maintenance, fault detection, self-organizing systems

1 Introduction

Modern commercial vehicles are examples of cyber-physical systems, integrating computational
and physical processes. A high-end truck can have over a hundred electronic control units that
continuously generate and receive large amounts of streaming data on the controller area net-
work, both sensor and control (actuator) information. It is tempting to consider this continuous
flow as a huge untapped resource for product life cycle management. The data streams should,
at least to some degree, be affected by driver behavior, wear, faults, weather, and so on. The
challenge is how to exploit the large quantities of data without suffocating under it.

The state-of-the-art for designing on-board diagnostics functions is to first define the faults
that should be detected, then determine the most relevant signals (features) to monitor, then
run a number of data logging experiments, with and without faults injected, and finally design
a fault detection algorithm that can be embedded in on-board hardware. This process requires
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a lot of manual work by domain experts, and while it has proven successful in many cases, it is
clearly not scalable. Furthermore, there is typically a frustratingly small overlap between the
set of faults that was decided to monitor and the set of faults that actually occured in the field
(after product release). Reviews can be found in, e.g., [14, 13, 11, 12].

Ideally, vehicles should be able to “self-sense” their operation, capture their characteristics
with generic representations, and from this learn a “self-monitoring” capability, by matching
on-board behaviors to maintenance operation records. There is no lack of subjects to learn
from. After all, a commercial vehicle is driven several hours per day, throughout most of the
days of the year and for many years. There are also many, many similar commercial vehicles
available in the world. These vehicles experience all sorts of different faults, of which many
are repaired in workshops that log their repair actions in databases. Hence, this domain seems
ideal for exploring ideas for designing “self-monitoring” cyber-physical systems.

We present in this paper an approach based on using simple representations of signals
on-board vehicles and a generic fleet based approach to detect problems in vital systems on
commercial (city) buses. The example chosen is air compressors, which supply air to e.g. the
suspension, the gear box, the brakes, and doors. Compressors are examples of equipment that
seldom break, replacing them is not in the standard maintenance program, but when they break
the bus will not run.

The specific case we have studied is a fleet of 19 buses of the same model, driving in inter-
city traffic. The buses run on average 100,000 km per vehicle and year and the data have
been logged on them since the fall of 2011. The data representations are transmitted to a
computing center where they are compared across the fleet to find deviations. The general
method, called Consensus Self-Organizing Models (COSMO) [4], is essentially a “wisdom of the
crowd” approach. It assumes that the majority of the vehicles are “healthy” and individuals
deviating from the majority are labelled as potentially “faulty”.

Although it may sound straightforward, a particular challenge is the lack of labeled and
accurate maintenance data. There is no ground truth in normal operation data concerning how
a risky or worn component looks like. The quality of the service records is also far from ideal.
The service record database is designed primarily for invoicing, which means that information
about parts replaced and operations performed is quite accurate, but the fact that a component
was replaced does not strictly mean that is was broken. There is always the human factor; if
a particular important component breaks unexpectedly a few times then this can result in an
increased eagerness for checking and replacing that same component on the fleet.

In this paper we analyze Wet Tank Air Pressure signal to detect anomalies related to
vehicle air system (e.g. air compressor failure, congested pipes and air leaks, etc.). We have
also found, by analyzing other signals, a number of other malfunctions such as runaway cooling
fan caused by ECU error, coolant leaks and jammed cylinder by analyzing other signals. A
general method like COSMO can be deployed to systems with similar sensor setup and can
be scaled to monitor large sensor streams for detecting deviations during normal operations,
without performing component tests under expert’s supervision in workshop.

The main contribution is evaluating the COSMO method by matching observed deviations
against repair actions in service records automatically and calculate the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve and the area under of curve (AUC) to assess the method.

2 Related Work

There is a lot of previous work on equipment monitoring, i.e. fault detection and diagnostics.
Almost all monitoring in the automotive domain is either based on comparing to a reference
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model, or developing a pattern recognition classifier; human experts are central in both cases.
In a series of patents [8, 9, 10], Fogelstrom describes an approach for on-board monitoring

of the air pressure system on a heavy duty truck using the pressure signal from one tank.
The approach builds on identifying turning points in the pressure signal, the pressure rise and
discharge times between these and the frequency of the charging cycle. Different deviations
match to different possible faults. This is a good example of a standard method; an expert
defines the system characteristics and their allowed limits, then designs algorithms for detecting
those characteristics, based on the expected faults. Similarly, the standard off-board tests of
compressors require first discharging the compressor and then measuring the time it takes to
reach a certain pressure (charging test, as described e.g. in a compressor trouble shooting
manual [3]).

We do not know how accurate Fogelstrom’s method is or how accurate the manual off-board
tests are. An evaluation of Fogelstrom’s method has not been published and the results of the
off-board manual tests are not disclosed in the service records.

The COSMO approach builds on autonomous novelty detection using model representations
of the streaming data. Related to this is the work by Filev et al. [7, 6], who have presented
a framework for equipment monitoring that builds on dynamic Gaussian mixture model fuzzy
clusters. COSMO is also similar in concept to the cognitive fault detection approach by Alippi
et al. [1, 2], who use linear models that express relationships between signals, and Chen et al.
[5, 15], who use nonlinear models. A distinction between our work and the others’ is that we
consider the system variability, i.e. we look at a group of similar but not identical systems.

3 Method

In this section we describe the consensus self-organizing method (COSMO) for deviation de-
tection, and use the ROC curve to evaluate how well those deviations match reference repair
data.

3.1 COSMO

The COSMO (Consensus Self-Organizing Models) method builds on the “wisdom of the crowds”
and working in model space. First the streaming data on a group of systems are encoded into
suitable models, then these models are compared between the systems. This requires a metric
between models so that a (symmetric) distance matrix D with elements di,j can be computed.

In this work we use histograms as models for the streaming data and the Hellinger distance
to compare them. The z-score for an observation (histogram) m is computed as described in
[16]: the row in D with the minimum sum is chosen as the most central pattern (denoted by c)
and the z-score for pattern m is:

z(m) =
|{i = 1, ..., N : di,c > dm,c}|

N
. (1)

That is, the z-score for pattern m is the number of observations that are further away from the
most central pattern c. This is, in essence, a p-value estimation using the empirical distribution,
however, we denote this the z-score to avoid confusion with the p-values computed later.

The null hypothesis is that all samples are drawn from the same distribution, and if this
is true, then the z-scores should be uniformly distributed between zero and one. This null
hypothesis is tested by computing the arithmetic average z̄ of z over some period (we use n=30
days and the histograms are computed daily) and comparing this to the expected one. We
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approximate the distribution of the average based on n samples with a normal distribution
with mean 1

2 and variance 1
12n , i.e.

z̄ ∼ N
(

1

2
,

√
1

12n

)
. (2)

With this we can compute the one-sided p-value for z̄ (we are interested in histograms that lie
at the edge of the distribution, i.e. when z is smaller than expected), denoted xv(t) for the
sample at time t and vehicle v. There will be as many xv(t) values as the number of times the
vehicle has been polled, which could be done daily, weekly, monthly, and so on. Each value
is considered an indication of the health status of the vehicle, and can be treated as a binary
classification problem. A warning threshold θ is defined and values above this correspond to
warnings, while values below it correspond to a healthy system. This results, for every value of
θ, in two sets, one positive and one negative:

Posv(θ) = {xv(t) : xv(t) ≥ θ} Negv(θ) = {xv(t) : xv(t) < θ} (3)

3.2 Reference Maintenance Data

The reference data for evaluating deviation detection method were generated based on manually
verified, historical information available in Vehicle Service Records database and maintenance
notes from the fleet operator. This database contains all documented repair actions performed
in certified workshops.

In this work we focus on replacements of air compressor, since this was, in the recent years,
one of the more problematic components for the fleet we are monitoring. The goal is to be
able to predict, some time in advance, when the compressor is going to fail. It is an expensive
component that does not break often, however, when it does, it is impossible to drive the bus
and it needs to be towed. Therefore, there is a strong incentive to replace it before it fails
completely, but only if the failure is imminent.

However, we do not have access to any ground truth concerning actual state of the com-
pressor, neither when it is in operation, nor after it has been replaced. There are also no
particularly good lifetime prediction models available for this component, since the actual wear
it experiences depends heavily on external conditions and specific usage details. It is known
that there are several failure modes, and that the early symptoms they exhibit can be very
different. Instead, we need to rely on the information about repair actions that have been
performed on the fleet. We focus on replacing the compressor. It occurs under two circum-
stances: first, when the compressor fails on the road and the vehicle is towed to the workshop
for repair; second, when the workshop personnel determines that the compressor is not func-
tioning satisfactorily and decides to replace it, usually based on an off-board diagnostic test.
However, the exact outcome of this test is not recorded in the VSR database, and the results
leave room for interpretation. The first case is an example of “run to failure,” while the sec-
ond one involves preventive maintenance based on workshop personnel judgment, making it
impossible to know the remaining useful life of the component. Therefore, we introduce two
fault categories: Compressor Replacement with Towing (CRwT) and Compressor Replacement
in Workshop (CRiW).

There are several other faults that can manifest themselves in a similar way. The third
category is repairs related to congested air pipes, congested hoses, malfunctioning regulator
and malfunctioning dryer (PHRD), which can all significantly affect the air flow. The fourth
category contains operations related to gearbox and air brakes (GBAB), since those two systems
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Figure 1: Labeling of xv(t) samples in relation to repair actions.

are powered by air but there can be other reasons for their malfunction. The fifth category is
repairs of air leaks (ALKS).

However, all those categories are important for evaluation of the COSMO method. The
xv(t) values are a measure of abnormality of vehicle v at time t, and our goal is to evaluate how
good of an indication of health status they are. However, those deviations are not tied to any
single fault and can be explained by different repair actions. We evaluate how well does the
set of deviation level samples xv(t), specifically the Posv and Negv subsets, match the reference
data.

The objective of our method is to observe deviations that occur before failures. As explained
above, we necessarily assume that the time of the failure corresponds to the time of the repair.
Ideally, the deviations should be detected early enough so that something can be done about it.
For simplicity, we assume that this period of interest is constant, and refer to it as prediction
horizon (PH). For a repair action α performed on vehicle v at time τ , we define the set of
samples that should be faulty as:

Fv(α) = {xv(t) : τ − PH ≤ t ≤ τ}. (4)

Furthermore, we denote by FC the set of all faulty samples for repairs from category C, by F ∗

the set of all samples that should be faulty over all categories, and by H∗ the set of samples
that should be healthy, i.e.:

FCv =
⋃

α∈C
Fv(α) F ∗v =

⋃

C

FCv H∗v = F ∗v (5)

Observe that expected healthy observations are “shared” between all fault categories, since
they correspond to times when a vehicle is believed to be operating without any problem.
Faulty observations, on the other hand, are assigned to specific fault categories, depending on
particular repairs that were performed.

Given these definitions, the elements in the confusion matrix (i.e. true positives, false
positives, true negatives and false negatives, as shown conceptually in Figure 1) are defined as:

TPC(θ) =
∑

v

|Posv(θ) ∩ FCv | FP(θ) =
∑

v

|Posv(θ) ∩H∗v |

TN(θ) =
∑

v

|Negv(θ) ∩H∗v | FNC(θ) =
∑

v

|Negv(θ) ∩ FCv |. (6)
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Figure 2: Labeling of xv(t) samples in relation to repair actions, using real data from bus A.

By varying the threshold θ we can map out receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve,
which is the relationship between the true positive rate (TPR) and the false positive rate (FPR):

TPRC(θ) =
TPC(θ)

TPC(θ) + FNC(θ)
FPR(θ) =

FP(θ)

FP(θ) + TN(θ)
(7)

Note that FPR is independent of the fault categories and depends only on the threshold θ,
whereas TPR depends on both θ and on the chosen fault category C. When evaluating the
result we use the area under the ROC curve (AUC) as quality measure.

4 Results

Experimental results presented in this section are based on the Wet Tank Air Pressure signal
collected over three years from a commercial fleet of 19 Volvo buses operated in Sweden. Date
and type of repair actions were collected from manually curated vehicle service records.

Figure 2 shows the test outcome XA for bus A where each sample xA(t) is a histogram
of WTAP signal over day t (except for periods when data was lost). A repair of compressor
replacement with towing (CRwT) category is shown with a red vertical line, while repair events
belonging to the other four categories are shown with blue vertical lines. The example illustrates,
using different colors, the true positive, false negative, false positive and true negative samples,
given PH=60 days and θ=5 (we will use those values throughout this section). A period of two
months after the compressor replacement is ignored because a brand new compressor actually
behaves quite differently from “seasoned” compressors, without being broken. This is done for
all compressor replacements in the data. The brand new compressor typically produces a more
narrow pressure distribution and higher average pressure, but this behavior wanes in a few
months.

The sharp increase from November to December 2011 is not due to a quickly deteriorating
compressor but because of missing data prior to November 2011. The pressure signal deviation
is consistent, however the p-value for the average z̄ (see Section 3.1) decreases as it is based on
more and more days, until it reaches the full 30 days to compute the average over.

Compressor replacement with towing (CRwT) is a very interesting fault category since this
is the only case where we have reliable ground truth. Figure 3 shows all six CRwT cases in
the fleet (for buses A, B, H, I, M and O). The compressor failures and repairs are marked
with red vertical lines. The COSMO method detects three out of six cases, which is quite
remarkable given that the method does not build on any expert knowledge about compressors
or air systems. In fact, the method can be applied to any signal (or signals) on board the
vehicle without any modification.

The ROC curves in Fig. 4 (a) show the performance of the COSMO method when using daily
histograms for the Wet Tank Air Pressure (WTAP) signal, for different fault categories. The
corresponding AUC values are listed in Table 1 in the first column labeled “Signal” (together
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Figure 3: The six cases of repair actions in Compressor Replacement with Towing category.
Red lines correspond to compressor failures, while gray lines mark other repairs related to the
air system.

with estimated 95% confidence intervals). It can be clearly seen that the results for the CRwT
category are better than for the others. Interestingly, the repairs in the CRiW category, the
compressor replacements based on maintenance personnel judgments, are negatively correlated
with deviations in the WTAP signal.

Many standard off-board tests for compressors are based on measuring the times to build
up and to lose pressure. It is, therefore, expected that the changes of the WTAP signal are
also interesting to monitor. Since the COSMO approach can work, without modification, on
any signal, it is straightforward to use the time derivative of the WTAP signal as input. In
its simplest form, it can be the difference between two consecutive signal values. Fig. 4 (b)
shows the performance of the COSMO method when using the daily histograms of the WTAP
signal time derivative. The corresponding AUC values are listed in Table 1 in the column
“Derivative”. At the 95% confidence level, only two of those values, CRiW and ALKS, are
significantly different from random performance.

The deviation from the WTAP signal and its time derivative can also be combined, for
example using an “OR” function (if either of the two are above the threshold θ then we flag a
deviation). The ROC curves for this case are shown in Fig. 4 (c) and the AUC values are listed
in the column “Combined” in Table 1.

Conceptually, the approach using histograms and distances between histograms is an exam-
ple of representing signals with probability distributions and then measuring distances between
these distributions. As a reality check, we compare COSMO with an even simpler method:
representing the probability distributions by their averages and standard deviations and mea-
suring the distance between them using a Welch t-test. This yields a different distance matrix
D but otherwise the deviation detection process is unchanged. The ROC curves using the
WTAP signal and this t-test approach are shown in Fig. 4 (d). The AUC values are listed in
Table 1 under “T-statistics”. The results from t-test are not significantly different from random
guessing.

The Hellinger distance is only one of many suggested distances between histograms. The
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Comparison of ROC curves, for all five fault categories, when COSMO deviation
detection is based on different models: (a) histograms of the WTAP signal (b) histograms of
the time derivative of WTAP signal (c) combination of the previous two (d) Welch t-test using
average and standard deviation of WTAP signal.

Fault Feature
category Signal Derivative Combined T-statistics

CRwT 0.72± 0.16 0.48± 0.16 0.72± 0.16 0.56± 0.17
CRiW 0.42± 0.10 0.62± 0.11 0.58± 0.11 0.49± 0.11
PHRD 0.64± 0.10 0.57± 0.10 0.69± 0.10 0.58± 0.10
GBAB 0.61± 0.07 0.52± 0.06 0.60± 0.07 0.55± 0.06
ALKS 0.52± 0.10 0.62± 0.11 0.60± 0.11 0.54± 0.11

Table 1: Area under the ROC curve, for all five fault categories, when COSMO deviation
detection is based on different models (with 95% confidence intervals).

experiments were redone with five more distance measures: Euclidean, Chebyshev, Sorensen,
Cosine and the Earth Mover Distance. The resulting ROC curves for the CRwT and CRiW
categories are shown in Fig. 5 and the AUC values are listed in Table 2. It is evident that the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Comparison of ROC curves, for compressor replacements (both with and without
towing), when using different distance measures between histograms.

Fault Distances
category Euclidean Chebyshev Sorensen Cosine Hellinger Earth Mover

CRwT 0.73± 0.15 0.71± 0.16 0.71± 0.16 0.70± 0.16 0.72± 0.16 0.68± 0.16
CRiW 0.37± 0.09 0.36± 0.09 0.41± 0.10 0.38± 0.09 0.42± 0.10 0.48± 0.10

Table 2: Area under the ROC curve, for compressor replacements (both with and without
towing), when using different distance measures between histograms (with 95% confidence in-
tervals).

choice of distance measure does not have a strong effect on the result.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented an evaluation of the COSMO approach [4] on the specific case of air
system faults in a fleet of 19 city buses. The evaluation was based on a fixed prediction horizon
(60 days) and all faults related to the air system that had occurred in the time period August
2011 – June 2014. The faults were grouped into five categories based on severity and quality of
the reference data. The results showed that the COSMO approach, using histograms of a single
signal (the Wet Tank Air Pressure), could detect half of the cases with a failing compressor
well before the breakdown.

The AUC value for the category of on-road compressor failures was 0.72 ± 0.16 (95% con-
fidence interval). It was found that the specific distance measure used to calculate distances
between the histograms did not matter very much. However, using averages and standard
deviations of the same signal together with a t-test did not allow for detection of the faults.

COSMO is a generic unsupervised deviation detection method, based on the idea of “wisdom
of the crowd”. The approach is applicable to many domains where groups of similar individual
systems are available, such as transportation systems, factory equipment or smart grid infras-
tructure. Furthermore, the COSMO method provides a uniform setup for monitoring different
components within complex systems, particularly useful when the complete system may contain

9
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hundreds or thousands of elements and generate huge amount of data.
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Abstract.
In the automotive industry, cost effective methods for predictive maintenance are

increasingly in demand. The traditional approach for developing diagnostic meth-
ods on commercial vehicles is heavily based on knowledge of human experts, and
thus it does not scale well to modern vehicles with many components and subsys-
tems.

In previous work we have presented a generic self-organising approach called
COSMO that can detect, in an unsupervised manner, many different faults. In a
study based on a commercial fleet of 19 buses operating in Kungsbacka, we have
been able to predict, for example, fifty percent of the compressors that break down
on the road, in many cases weeks before the failure.

In this paper we compare those results with a state of the art approach currently
used in the industry, and we investigate how features suggested by experts for de-
tecting compressor failures can be incorporated into the COSMO method. We per-
form several experiments, using both real and synthetic data, to identify issues
that need to be considered to improve the accuracy. The final results show that the
COSMO method outperforms the expert method.

Keywords.
Vehicle diagnostics, Predictive maintenance, Fault detection, Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve, Expert knowledge

1. Introduction

Unplanned stops are very problematic for commercial heavy vehicles. Component fail-
ures on the road often lead to extra damage to other subsystems, extra costs due to tow-
ing, failure to meet the transportation schedule and additional waiting time due to un-
planned maintenance. One common scenario to prevent such problem is to develop an
on-board monitoring method. However, modern vehicles are very complex systems and
it is not economically viable to design a specific on-board diagnostic method for every
component. The state of the art approaches for developing on-board diagnostic functions
rely heavily on knowledge of experienced developers, which takes a long time, many
costly experiments and a lot of specification on data analysis. It is not realistic to expect
that kind of effort devoted to all faults that can possibly happen on a commercial vehicle.
A more automated approach will lead to significant cost savings and self-organizing di-



agnostic methods that are capable of monitoring various signals and detecting different
faults are increasingly demanded in the automotive industry.

A generic approach to improve vehicle uptime was proposed by Byttner et al. [1].
It allows for monitoring of on-board sensor streams through the Controller Area Net-
work (CAN) using a special electronic hardware, which is capable of logging various
on-board time series and transmitting compressed representations to a computing centre,
where those representations are compared across the fleet to find deviations. The general
method, called Consensus Self-Organizing Models (COSMO), is based on the idea of
“wisdom of the crowd”. It assumes that the majority of the vehicles are “healthy” and
an individual that deviates from the group should be labelled as potentially “faulty”. The
deviations are matched against the vehicle service record, which contains the operations
performed in the workshop, as well as observations and assessment from the technicians.

In [2] we have proposed a method of evaluating COSMO method on real-world data
based on Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. The faults we focus on are
air system problems, in particular air compressor failures. The air compressor is a vital
component: it supplies air in to the gearbox, suspension system, brakes and doors. It is the
type of component that rarely breaks and therefore is not included in regular maintenance
plan. However, the vehicle will not drive if the air compressor is not working. Our results
show that the method can successfully detect half of the failures that occur on the road,
with sufficient lead time to schedule repair workshop visits.

In this paper, we have implemented an expert approach, as described in a series of
patents by Kenneth A. Fogelstrom [3,4,5], to detect compressor failures using real usage
data and compare the performance of this method with COSMO method, a generic self-
organized approach. In fact, all current on-board vehicle diagnostic methods are based, to
a high degree, on expert knowledge (for some examples see [6,7,8]). It is important that
data-driven methods can also take advantage of that existing body of knowledge. There-
fore, we have also investigated different ways to incorporate expert knowledge from Fo-
gelstrom’s patent into the COSMO method, and evaluate the resulting performance.

2. Related Work

The traditional approach for equipment monitoring and diagnostics on modern trans-
portation systems is usually driven by two ideas: construct a pattern recognition classifier
or build a reference model. In both cases, human experts such as workshop mechanics
or engineers conduct major part of the development. Some of the technical reviews and
state-of-the-art approach can be found in e.g., [9,10,11,12].

In this work we focus on air compressor failures on city buses. The closest work
we found related to diagnosing air compressor is a series of US patents [3,4,5], where
Fogelstrom presented an approach in detecting problems related to air pressure system
on a heavy truck by monitoring the pressure signal from one air tank. The method is
based on identifying turning point of air pressure within the tank (e.g. maximum/cut-
out and minimum/cut-in pressures, the pressure charge and discharge rate, duration of
charging period, etc.). Fogelstrom lists two fault indicators for the air pressure signal: if
the pressure never reaches the prescribed maximum, or if the pressure charging time is
too long. Likewise, the off-board inspection conducted in workshop for testing the health
status of a compressor is to measure the time it takes to reach a certain limit of pressure
in the charging test, a description can be found in a troubleshooting guide [13].



3. Method

In this section, we describe the Consensus Self-Organizing (COSMO) method as well as
the expert method, based on Fogelstrom’s patent, for detecting compressor failures. We
propose several ways of utilising expert features to measure the deviation levels of each
vehicle, and evaluate both methods using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
on real-world data set.

3.1. COSMO

The COSMO method is based on the idea of “wisdom of the crowds” approach and
works with a model of the signal. The streaming data is, on daily basis, compressed into
a histogram. Those histograms are then cross-compared within the fleet, using Hellinger
distance, as a metric, resulting in a pairwise (symmetric) distance matrix D.

The z-score for any given vehicle m is computed as follows (for more details see
Fan et al. [14]). First, the row in D with minimum sum is chosen as most central pattern
(denoted by c) and the z-score is:

z(m) =
|{i = 1, ...,N : di,c > dm,c}|

N
. (1)

where | · | denotes cardinality of the set. That is, the z-score for a pattern m is the number
of observations that are further away from the most central pattern c than m is. This
is, essentially, a non-parametric p-value estimation using the empirical distribution. If
m is operating normally, the z-scores should be uniformly distributed between zero and
one. The null hypothesis is that all samples are drawn from the same distribution and
this hypothesis is tested by comparing the arithmetic mean of the z-score over a certain
period (we use 30 days here) with the value expected from a normal distribution [2].
We compute the p-value for z̄ using a one-sided test, since we are only interested in the
samples that lie at the edge of the distribution, i.e. when the z-score is small.

We denote the deviation level for vehicle v at time t as xv(t). Each such value indi-
cates its health status and can be used for binary classification (using a warning threshold
θ ) of the vehicle as either healthy or as faulty.

3.2. Approach based on expert knowledge

As mentioned in section 2, to detect air compressor failure, Fogelstrom [4] considers the
pressure signal within one air tank and proposes several features (e.g. charging rate or
maximum pressure) as indicators of a possible problem. He suggests defining a refer-
ence model that captures the expected behaviour of the system and measures the devi-
ations between observed features and this reference. For example, the air charging rate
is considered as an indicator of how good a compressor’s efficiency is. In the patent, he
describes a controlled experiment for checking the charging rate of a compressor and
how to compare the observed rate with the reference. If the observation is better than the
reference, the sample is considered healthy. If the observed rate is below the reference,
the sample is considered faulty. The patent also notes that the compressor is driven by
the engine, and thus the engine speed should be taken into consideration, but we have
found this to only have a minor effect.



Figure 1. Wet Tank Air Pressure signal, with red points corresponding to charging periods and blue points
corresponding to discharging periods (left). Expert features that can be extracted from a charging cycle (right).

Figure 1 shows the Wet Tank Air Pressure signal of one vehicle during normal op-
eration. As mentioned in Fogelstrom’s patent, the pressure signal consists of a charging
period (marked with red points) and a discharging period (marked with blue points). The
pressure is expected to remain between cut-in and cut-out limits.

We have extracted six features from the Wet Tank Air Pressure (shown in figure 1
right): charging rate, maximum and minimum pressure, charging duration, pressure in-
crease and average engine speed during charging period. All six features can be consid-
ered as descriptors of the behaviour of the compressor during the charging period and
thus should be relevant for detecting the failures. Fogelstrom suggests that different fea-
tures are useful for different faults. In this work, we evaluate all of them, but we only
focus on failures of the compressor itself.

In this work, all features are extracted under vehicle’s normal operation. This ap-
proach is different from how Fogelstrom have conducted his experiment or how work-
shop mechanics work. In particular, Fogelstrom built an reference model under con-
trolled experiment and compared the test sample with this reference model. Mechanics
perform various tests, e.g. charging time, leakage, etc., within workshop to determine
whether the compressor is functioning well enough or needs to be replaced.

The reference model is chosen based on expert’s knowledge. However, in this work
we evaluate the result using ROC curve and the performance is analyzed in a way that
is independent from choosing a specific reference model. In particular, for the results
presented later, the deviation xv(t) for vehicle v is computed for each vehicle based on
the daily average charging rate.

3.3. Evaluation with Reference Data

The objective of the predictive maintenance is to capture deviations that appear before
failures, if any. We assume that the time of the repair, as stated in the vehicle service
records, corresponds to the time of component failure. Ideally, deviations should be de-
tected early enough so that actions can be executed to deal with them. For simplicity,
we assume here that this period of interest is constant, and refer to it as the prediction
horizon (PH). For a repair action α performed on vehicle v at time τ , we define the set
of faulty (or positive) samples as:

Fv(α) = {xv(t) : τ−PH≤ t ≤ τ}. (2)

In previous work [2] we have described several types of faults related to air systems
and grouped them into five different categories. The expected healthy observations are
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Figure 2. Labelling of deviations in relation to repair actions.

“shared” between all faults, since they correspond to times when a vehicle is believed to
be operating without any problem. Faulty observations, on the other hand, depend on the
particular repair action that was performed. An example of labelling a series of samples
is shown in figure 2.

Based on xv(t) and Fv(α) we can calculate elements in the confusion matrix (true
positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives) for any given threshold θ .
By varying θ we can map out the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which is
the relationship between the true positive rate (TPR) and the the false positive rate (FPR).
When evaluating the results we use area under the ROC curve (AUC) as the primary
quality measure.

4. Experiment Results

Data set Experimental results presented in this paper are based on the data set collected
over three years, from June 2011 to September 2014, on a commercial fleet of 19 Volvo
buses operated in Sweden. Approximately 100 signals are logged by an on-board em-
bedded device from controller area network (CAN), sampled at 1 Hz. Date and type of
repair actions were collected from manually curated vehicle service records.

Deviation level labelling Figure 3 shows the labelled deviation level for bus A using
COSMO method (top) and expert method (bottom). Vertical lines correspond to repairs
performed: red is compressor replacement that required towing, while blue indicate other
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Figure 3. Deviation level of bus A using COSMO method (top) and expert method (bottom). Vertical lines
correspond to repairs performed: red is compressor replacement that required towing, while blue indicate other
faults related to the air system. Gray lines are correspondent to threshold θ .



faults related to the air system. True positive, false negative, false positive and true nega-
tive samples are illustrated using different colors. We use a prediction horizon of 60 days
since it is enough to schedule and perform repair. The two month period after a com-
pressor was replaced is excluded since a new compressor often performs very differently
from regular ones.

It is important to observe that COSMO produces a measure that aggregates the es-
timation over 30 day periods, and thus the deviation level builds up incrementally and
falls off smoothly. On the other hand, the deviation level of expert method is computed
by comparing observed features with the reference model on a daily basis, without any
such aggregation.

ROC curve analysis As can be seen in Figure 4, the best performance is achieved by
the COSMO method when vehicle comparisons are based on daily histograms calcu-
lated only from Wet Tank Air Pressure values that belong to charging periods (AUC is
0.75± 0.16). COSMO method using all Wet Tank Air Pressure values worked slightly
worse, with AUC of 0.72±0.16. Next was the expert method based on average values of
the charging rate (AUC equal to 0.66± 0.04). Finally, the COSMO method using daily
histograms of charging rates performed the worst, with AUC of 0.53±0.16.

It is remarkable that a generic unsupervised method like COSMO performs better
than an expert knowledge driven approach. The expert method requires a lot of manual
work in analyzing the signal, defining features and building a reference model for each
specific problem. In contrast, the COSMO method has a simple setup, cross comparing
the models computed from raw signals, and thus can be applied on other signals without
putting effort into modifying the algorithm. When COSMO method successfully detects
a component which will break on road, extra costs due to unplanned stop are saved. Prytz
at el. [15] have proposed that a planned compressor replacement is ten times cheaper
than an unplanned maintenance caused by compressor road side breakdown. Under this
circumstance, COSMO method is cost effective.

We initially expected that the COSMO method would achieve better performance
after incorporating expert features, rather than only using histograms computed from
raw pressure readings, and that the magenta plot on Figure 4 would be the best. Instead,
it turns out that using the charging rate, the descriptor that is supposed to capture the
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Figure 4. Comparison of ROC curves for predicting compressor failures: the COSMO method using three
different features, as well as the expert method using charging rate.



primary interesting feature of the charging period works approximately as bad as ran-
dom guessing. However, what has proven useful was limiting the raw sensor readings
to only the pressure values within the charging periods, with the pressure readings from
discharging period removed.

In addition, we analysed the effect of incorporating different expert features into
COSMO method. As shown in figure 5, expert method by using charging rate achieves
the best performance with 0.66± 0.04, using pressure increased is slightly worse, with
an AUC of 0.63± 0.04, while using maximum pressure achieves 0.59± 0.04, AUC of
using minimum is 0.48± 0.04, using engine speed is 0.46± 0.04 and using charging
duration is 0.56± 0.04. AUC of COSMO method using maximum pressure is slightly
worse than expert method using charging rate, within AUC of 0.63± 0.16, while AUC
of using engine speed is 0.61±0.16, followed by using charging duration, 0.59±0.16,
using minimum pressure is 0.56± 0.16, using charging rate is 0.53± 0.16 and using
pressure increased is 0.52±0.16.

Synthetic Experiment One of the major distinctions between the two method is that
they are using different models to represent the data: the COSMO method uses his-
tograms and expert method uses averages. In the following experiment we use synthetic
data to investigate the effect of using histogram and average value for distinguishing
between two signals with different distributions.

Conceptually, we introduce two different distributions representing to three groups
of vehicles: the reference group, the healthy group, and the faulty group. For each vehicle
we generate data and calculate appropriate model. We then compare the models from
healthy and faulty groups against the reference, classify them into two categories and
evaluate the result using AUC. Any vehicle i is represented by a parameter pair drawn as:
µ i

k ∼ N(Mk
err,1) and σ i

k ∼ N(V k
err,0.2), where Mk

err and V k
err is the meta difference (in the

mean and variance) between healthy and faulty groups, at level k. Parameter pair (µ0,σ0)
corresponds to healthy or reference vehicles, while (µk,σk) parameter pairs (with non-
zero k) correspond to faulty vehicles. For any vehicle i, we draw 500 samples as obser-
vations: Samplei ∼ N

(
µ i,σ i

)
. Each of the healthy, reference and, for a given k, faulty

groups consists of 100 vehicles. From the generated data, histograms and average values
are computed as models, and distances between those models are calculated, comparing
healthy and faulty vehicles against the reference groups.
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Figure 5. ROC curve comparison by using different method, using the COSMO method (left), using expert
approach (right).
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Figure 6. AUC of comparing two set of samples using different method, only Merr is varied (left), both Merr
and Verr are varied (right).

Figure 6 presents the effect of different models on classifier performance, as the two
distributions (healthy and faulty vehicles) become less similar. This is expressed in terms
of overlapping area between the two distributions (parameter pairs). Figure 6 (left) shows
the area under curve in terms of overlapping area when only the meta difference Mk

err
is varied. It can be seen that using Hellinger distance between histograms achieves the
same performance as using difference between means, except for the cases when very
low number of bins (illustrated using yellow curve) or insufficient number of samples
(shown in black) are used. Figure 6 (right) shows the AUC by varying both the Merr
and Verr. Measure based on ∆µ outperforms Hellinger distances only if the two distribu-
tions have an overlapping area of less than 30%. For more diverse distributions, ∆µ and
Hellinger distances achieve similar results. Thus, the choice of which of the two dissim-
ilarity measures should be used depends on difference between the healthy and faulty
distributions.

Analysis of histogram models Figure 7a and 7b shows the distributions of charging
rates from positive (faulty) samples, in red histogram, and negative (healthy) samples,
in green histogram. The two histograms in figure 7a are computed based on individual
charging rates from two classes, while the ones in figure 7b use average values of charg-
ing rates over one day period. The overlapping area between the two distributions di-
rectly influences the performance of classifier trying to distinguish between the two sets
of samples. If most of the samples from the two classes are merged together, it is not
possible to distinguish between them without introducing additional features. In figure
7a, the overlap of the two histograms is 0.92 and in 7b it is 0.58. This means that using
daily average of charging rates should lead to better classification accuracy than using all
charging rates individually.

However, it is clear that difference in a single statistical moment like average value
is not sufficient for classification. As a way to introduce more dimensions for comparing
different samples, we decide to use histograms, as approximations of the density func-
tions. We compute Hellinger distances between histograms of two negative samples, de-
noted as dist(neg,neg), as well as distances between histograms of positive samples and
negative samples, denoted as dist(pos,neg). The two distributions of distances are shown
in figure 7c and 7d. The overlap of two histograms when using Hellinger distance, shown
in figure 7c, is 0.9 and the overlap using ∆µ , in figure 7d, is 0.84. The AUC of ROC curve
by Hellinger distance in this case is 0.55±0.004 while AUC of using ∆µ is 0.62±0.008.
This result shows that differences in average charging rate is more discriminative than
Hellinger distances. This is consistent with the ROC curve shown in figure 4.



As a final experiment, we investigate the effect of using either pressure values or
their aggregated descriptors (i.e. charging rates) for distinguishing between two sets of
samples. As before, we introduce two different distributions to represent two groups
of vehicles: the healthy group and the faulty group. For each vehicle we generate data
samples, calculate corresponding charging rates, and compute the model (a histogram
of either the pressure values or the charging rates). We calculate Hellinger distances be-
tween the models and compute the overlap between the distributions, shown on Figure
7: faulty against reference samples in red histogram and healthy against reference sam-
ples in green histogram. In particular, figure 7e and 7g show the overlap of using models
based on charging rates, while figure 7 f and 7h show the overlap based on data samples.

For generating all healthy samples we use variance σ . On the other hand, for creating
faulty samples in figure 7e and 7 f we use σ +∆σvar is employed in, while for figure
7g and 7h we use σ + 2∆σvar. The overlap in figure 7e is 0.33, in figure 7 f it is 0.56,
in figure 7g it is 0.32 and, finally, in figure 7h it is 0.06. It can be observed that the
overlap of using sample descriptor is smaller than using samples i in cases where a small
difference in variance is introduced in faulty samples (figure 7e and 7 f ). However, if a
larger variance difference is introduced, the overlap by using samples is smaller than by
using sample descriptors. The classification performance of using samples and sample
descriptor depend on how large the differences is in the variance of healthy samples and
faulty samples. Therefore, one possible reason for the weak performance the COSMO
method using charging rates is that there are large difference in variance between healthy
and faulty samples.

5. Conclusions

In this papers we have shown that an generic unsupervised deviation detection method
(COSMO), based purely on monitoring available signal and comparing it against other
vehicles in the fleet, can detect compressor failures more accurately than an expert

Figure 7. Distribution of charging rates belonging to the two class, individual charging rates (a), daily average
of charging rates (b). Distributions of the two distance measures between different sample sets randomly draw
from two classes, Hellinger distances (c), difference in µ (d). Overlaps of the two distances distributions using
different feature inputs: (e) and (g) are computed from histograms of descriptors, (f) and (h) are computed from
histograms of pressure values. The pressure values generated in (g) and (h) have a larger variance compare to
(e) and (f).



knowledge driven approach. This is an important results from practical point of view,
since in the automotive industry cost effective methods for predictive maintenance are
increasingly in demand.

The main contribution of this paper is the comparison between different variations
of COSMO methods and an approach based on expert knowledge. In addition, we have
implemented the expert method on our data set and analyzed the effect of incorporating
the existing expert knowledge into the self-organizing approach. We evaluate several fea-
tures that experts suggest are useful for detecting compressor failures, as described in a
recent patent. The performance of the COSMO method is evaluated when using both the
raw data as well as those features. We perform several experiments, using both real and
synthetic data, to explain some of the non-intuitive observations. The final results show
that the COSMO method augmented with expert features outperforms other solutions.
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ABSTRACT

Modern vehicles have increasing amounts of data streaming
continuously on-board their controller area networks. These
data are primarily used for controlling the vehicle and for
feedback to the driver, but they can also be exploited to de-
tect faults and predict failures. The traditional diagnostics
paradigm, which relies heavily on human expert knowledge,
scales poorly with the increasing amounts of data generated
by highly digitised systems. The next generation of equip-
ment monitoring and maintenance prediction solutions will
therefore require a different approach, where systems can build
up knowledge (semi-)autonomously and learn over the life-
time of the equipment.

A key feature in such systems is the ability to capture and en-
code characteristics of signals, or groups of signals, on-board
vehicles using different models. Methods that do this robustly
and reliably can be used to describe and compare the opera-
tion of the vehicle to previous time periods or to other similar
vehicles. In this paper two models for doing this, for a sin-
gle signal, are presented and compared on a case of on-road
failures caused by air compressor faults in city buses. One ap-
proach is based on histograms and the other is based on echo
state networks. It is shown that both methods are sensitive to
the expected changes in the signal’s characteristics and work
well on simulated data. However, the histogram model, de-
spite being simpler, handles the deviations in real data better
than the echo state network.

1. INTRODUCTION

A fleet of commercial heavy-duty vehicles is a very inter-
esting application arena for prognostics and health manage-
ment. Limited computational and communication capabili-

Yuantao Fan et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License, which per-
mits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

ties combined with large influence of environment and usage
make predictive maintenance challenging. The availability of
many (almost but never quite) identical vehicles allows for
approaches based on the “wisdom of the crowd” idea. For
example, other vehicles can be queried regarding what consti-
tutes a normal behaviour or of possible origins of deviations.
This information can be utilised to prevent unplanned stops,
which are very problematic and costly for commercial heavy-
duty vehicles, as they can mean failed deliveries, towing and
additional waiting time at workshops.

The state-of-the-art approach for designing on-board diag-
nostic functions heavily relies on domain experts, who usu-
ally need to define possible faults, component-specific mod-
els for nominal operation, and the relevant external condi-
tions that need to be taken into account. This paradigm has
been very successful and is applied on many components,
especially the critical ones that have large impact on safety
or continuous operation (e.g. engine, braking system, gear-
box, etc.). On the other hand, today’s vehicles are equipped
with large number of sensors and computing units. With
increasing number of signals streaming over the controller
area network, it is possible to monitor more and more com-
ponents and subsystems. Some of them do not warrant the
equivalent engineering effort in designing diagnostic func-
tions, however, a generic method that is capable of discov-
ering new knowledge and can fully utilise the data collected
from electronic sensor system on-board, for different types of
signals, can provide great benefits for the automotive indus-
try.

Such an approach towards improving vehicle uptime was pro-
posed by (Byttner, Rögnvaldsson, & Svensson, 2011). It al-
lows for monitoring of on-board sensor streams using dedi-
cated hardware, analysing them and transmitting compressed
representations to a computing center. Those representations
are then compared across the fleet to find deviations. The
method, called Consensus Self-Organising Models (COSMO),
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is based on the idea of “wisdom of the crowd” and devia-
tion detection. It assumes that the majority of the vehicles
are “healthy” and an individual that deviates from the group
should be labelled as potentially “faulty”. Deviations are
matched against the vehicle service records, which contain
the operations performed in the workshop, so that a knowl-
edge base can be built up with associations between devia-
tions (and their disappearances) and repairs.

In this paper we study the air compressor system for city
buses. The air compressor primarily provides air to the brakes,
doors, gearbox and the suspension. If the air compressor fails,
the bus cannot drive. Still, developing on-board diagnostics
for compressed air system is not a high priority, since it is a
component that, overall, fails very seldom, with failure rate
of less than 5% across all types of vehicles. However, in our
study cohort of 19 buses, there were nine air compressor fail-
ures that caused stops on the road, in many cases including
towing, and all the buses in this fleet had its compressor re-
placed in workshop. Apparently, the lifetime of the compres-
sor varies greatly between individual vehicles, based on us-
age patterns and external conditions, which makes predictive
maintenance highly relevant.

There are several tests that can be performed in the workshop
to test the health of the air compressor. There are also patents
(Fogelstrom, 2006 (filed 2004), 2007 (filed 2005)) that sug-
gest methods for detecting compressed air problems on-board
heavy duty vehicles. Both the workshop tests and the on-
board patents are based on the characteristics of the Wet Tank
Air Pressure signal. This pressure increases when the com-
pressor pushes air into the tank and decreases when the tank
releases the air to drive other components.

The COSMO approach builds on capturing the signal’s char-
acteristics with a model; a model that can then be compared
to models built at earlier times or from other vehicles. This
method requires that the model is rich enough to capture the
essential characteristics of the signal (e.g. its dynamics) and
that it is possible to define a distance metric between the mod-
els. In previous studies we have used histograms and shown
that it is possible to successfully detect half the compressor
failures that occurred on the road, with sufficient lead time to
schedule workshop visits.

Histograms are memory efficient, robust against noise, natu-
ral to parametrise directly based on design-time knowledge,
and easy to compute on-board. However, they are simply a
density estimator, and do not capture dynamics of the signal
in any way. One way around that limitation is to use his-
tograms of signal changes, from one time step to another, as
introduced in (Fan, Nowaczyk, & Rögnvaldsson, 2015). In
this paper we explore the use of recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) for modelling the signal, using a particular type that
exhibit fast training without local optima. Recurrent neural
networks of this type are called Echo State Networks (ESNs)

(Jaeger & Haas, 2004).

The main contribution of this work is the comparison of us-
ing a histograms and ESNs in detecting deviations. Their re-
spective performance is evaluated on synthetic data, to get an
understanding regarding the specific strong and weak points
of the models, as well as on a real data collected over a long-
term study of a bus fleet in real operation. In the latter case the
exact condition of the equipment is unknown, and the only
reference data available are the decisions of whether to re-
place or repair a particular piece of equipment made by work-
shop personnel. This information is only partially trustwor-
thy, and it also heavily depends on the maintenance strategy
employed by the workshop and the fleet operator.

2. RELATED WORK

The need for autonomous and generic methods for equipment
prognostics and health monitoring (PHM) was evident sev-
eral years ago. It was, for example, expressed already in
1998 at a NIST (National Institute of Standards) workshop
on condition-based maintenance (Bartholomew, 1998). How-
ever, in spite of this, there have been surprisingly few efforts
directed towards autonomous methods for PHM.

The COSMO method is based on searching for good repre-
sentations, comparing these representations across systems
(or time), and doing novelty detection. However, in this pa-
per we only study the effect different representations have on
deviation detection performance. There is a huge amount of
literature on novelty detection, and an emerging body of lit-
erature on learning representations, typically in the context of
deep neural networks. We do not review these here but fo-
cus on work related to the automotive domain, and on using
ESNs as representations.

In their early work, (Filev & Tseng, 2006; Filev, Chinnam,
Tseng, & Baruah, 2010) have presented an approach for de-
viation detection for PHM, where Gaussian mixture model
fuzzy clusters are used as generic models to represent the sig-
nals. Their work is close to Angelov’s, who has made many
important contributions to autonomous knowledge creation
(Angelov, 2013). The work by (Alippi, Roveri, & Trovò,
2012, 2014) have used linear models to capture the relation-
ships between signals, and lagged values of signals. Vachkov
(2006) used self-organised neural gas models to capture non-
linear relationships between signals for diagnostic purposes.
None of these, however, have used a distance metric between
models, which allows the deviation detection to be done in
model space.

In their recent work, (Chen, Tiňo, Rodan, & Yao, 2014) uses
the model space (based on building models of the data, defin-
ing a metric to compare those models, and detecting devi-
ations based on the differences between model parameters),
with restricted ESNs as models, to do deviation detection
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with single class support vector machines. They refer to this
as cognitive fault diagnosis and apply it to simulator models
of the Barcelona water distribution network (Quevedo et al.,
2014) and of the Tennesse Eastman Kodak process (Chen,
Tiňo, & Yao, 2014). Their conclusion was that the model
space approach was superior to other approaches on these
problems.

The COSMO approach, which also uses the model space for
the deviation detection, was suggested by (Byttner, Rögn-
valdsson, & Svensson, 2007), using linear models of relation-
ships between signals. It has since been further developed
in a number of studies: on a heavy-duty truck with injected
faults (Byttner, Rögnvaldsson, Svensson, Bitar, & Chomin-
sky, 2009), on a city bus driven on a test track (Byttner et
al., 2011), and on a fleet of city buses in regular operation
(Byttner, Nowaczyk, Prytz, & Rögnvaldsson, 2013).

3. DATA

3.1. The vehicle fleet

The on-board empirical data used in this paper were collected
over four years, from June 2011 to September 2015, on a
commercial bus fleet with 19 buses. The buses operate in a
municipality on the west coast of Sweden. The buses run on
average 100,000 km per year and vehicle. Approximately 100
signals, e.g., different temperatures, pressures, wheel speeds,
engine speed, GPS, etc., are logged at 1 Hz frequency by an
on-board embedded device.

In addition to the on-board data, different kind of off-board
data is also available, such as Vehicle Service Records (VSR)
or vehicle configuration. The VSR contains repair informa-
tion, in particular, the date and the mileage, operations per-
formed and workshop personnel’s comments. The off-board
data are available for the full operational time for the buses,
which goes further back than 2011. In the fleet are four buses
manufactured in 2009, one in 2008, and the remaining four-
teen in 2007. The buses are all of the same model.

In this work we focus on the air compressor, for reasons al-
ready mentioned in the introduction. There was only one air
compressor failure in total during the buses’ first five years
of operation, and this was caused by a human mistake dur-
ing a different repair. However, compressors started to fail
frequently in the following four years and have caused sev-
eral occurrences of bus breakdown on the road. By now all
vehicles in this fleet have its compressor replaced.

The air compressor is a water cooled Wabco twin cylinder
compressor, 636 cm3, which can produce a flow rate of 3000
litres per minute. The only air pressure signal we can measure
on-board during operation of the vehicle is the Wet Tank Air
Pressure. This is the air pressure in the wet tank, which is the
first tank downstream of the compressor. The characteristics
of this signal are described in the next section.

In this study we focus on compressor replacement operations.
Replacing the compressor occurs in two situations: first, when
the compressor fails completely, so that the vehicle is inoper-
able and towed to the workshop for repair; second, when the
workshop personnel determines that the compressor is not
functioning satisfactorily and decides to replace it. The lat-
ter is based on diagnostic tests done in the workshop, e.g.,
the time needed to reach to maximum pressure, as well as on
subjective assessment of the technicians. On the other hand,
the former case is an example of “run to failure.”

One particular challenge we face is the lack of ground truth.
The VSR comments do not specify the results of the compres-
sor tests, only that they were done. Furthermore, there is no
information about the actual condition of a replaced compres-
sor, neither from the workshop nor from the manufacturer.
It is therefore impossible to tell exactly why the compressor
broke (when it broke down on the road), or how worn the
compressor was (when the maintenance personnel decided to
replace it). There is a significant difference between a verified
failure and a workshop decision, which is why we introduce
two fault categories of repairs: Compressor Failure and Com-
pressor Replacement. In this paper we only focus on the first
case, i.e. compressor on-road failures, when the vehicle was
towed to the workshop.

Another challenge is that there are several other faults that
can affect the wet tank air pressure. These are not treated
in this study but they include air leaks, congested air pipes,
and malfunctioning regulators. This makes the analysis more
complicated, since it is often impossible to know if there was
only one fault, or what the root cause for the fault was. For
example, an untreated congested air pipe can strain the com-
pressor and lead to compressor wear out. Similarly, a leak in
the air system can affect the pressure signal in a similar way
a worn compressor would, leading to false fault symptoms.

The lack of ground truth about the compressor’s health status
and the complexity of possibly multiple faults in the empirical
data are challenges but they reflect the reality if one desires to
build up knowledge from normal operation data. It is there-
fore necessary to see how well an approach does under such
circumstances.

3.2. Wet Tank Air Pressure

Figure 1 shows the Wet Tank Air Pressure (WTAP) signal
of one vehicle during normal operation. The pressure signal
consists of a charging period (marked with red points) and a
discharging period (marked with blue points). The pressure
is expected to lie between cut-in and cut-out limits.

3.3. Synthetic Data

Conceptually, the WTAP consists of a charging period and a
discharging period. Synthetic data set was constructed and
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Figure 1. The WTAP signal. Red points correspond to charg-
ing periods and blue points correspond to discharging peri-
ods. The right panel shows features that can be extracted from
a charging cycle.

designed to simulate a WTAP signal based on two main char-
acteristics, namely slopes and spread. Each period has its own
features, i.e., slope k as well as maximum and minimum pres-
sure values Vmax and Vmin. The synthetic data were created
by drawing values for these from the following distributions:

kc ∼ N(µup, σk) kd ∼ N(µdown, σk) (1)
Vmin ∼ N(µmin, σV ) Vmax ∼ N(µmax, σV ) (2)

where N(µ, σ) denotes a normal distribution with mean µ
and standard deviation σ. Data samples for a single charging
(or discharging) period were generated by uniformly interpo-
lating points between Vmax and Vmin based on change rate
k. Several charging and discharging periods were then con-
catenated into a synthetic time series.

Different synthetic Wet Tank Air Pressure signal datasets were
generated based on different sets of means and standard devi-
ations, representing healthy and faulty cases. For example,
the faulty cases would have a lower average charging rate
than the healthy cases, or lower maximum, or higher mini-
mum. An example is shown in Fig. 2, where the faulty case
has a lower charging slope than the healthy case.
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Figure 2. Synthetic data sample with lower charging rate for
the faulty case than for the healthy case.

4. METHOD

4.1. COSMO

The Consensus Self-Organised Models (COSMO) method is
based on three steps: capture the signal characteristics with
the selected model; compute the distances between models;

and find deviations with a “wisdom of the crowds” approach.

In this paper we employ two quite different types of mod-
els, histograms and ESNs, to represent the signal. In a series
of experiments we compare how well can they can capture
the differences in signal characteristics between healthy and
faulty compressors, i.e., how well do they perform in predic-
tive maintenance setting.

For the empirical case, models are based on daily data. The
data are sampled at 1 Hz and at least 3600 samples (one hour)
are required to build a model, or else the day is scrapped. The
typical case is that about ten hours of data are availabe each
day for the model construction. The daily models for the fleet
are then compared over a week, i.e. in the best case there are
133 (19× 7) models that can be compared to each other. The
pairwise distances between the models are computed, result-
ing in a symmetric distance matrix D.

The deviation detection is done with a method described by
(Rögnvaldsson, Norrman, Byttner, & Järpe, 2015). First the
row in D with minimum row sum is chosen as the most cen-
tral model (denoted by c). The z-score for a model m is then
the number of models that are further away from the most
central model c than m is:

z(m) =
|{i = 1, ..., N : di,c > dm,c}|

N
. (3)

where | · | denotes cardinality of the set. The null hypothe-
sis is that all samples are drawn from the same distribution,
in which case the z-scores should be uniformly distributed
between zero and one. This hypothesis is tested by compar-
ing the average z-score over a certain period (we use 30 days)
with the value expected from a uniform distribution. We com-
pute the p-value for the mean using a one-sided test, since we
are interested in samples that lie at the edge of the distribu-
tion, i.e. when the z-score is small. It is important to keep
track of models so that models relating to one vehicle are kept
separate from the fleet when that vehicle is tested.

The negative logarithm of the one-sided p-value is used as the
deviation level:

deviation level(z̄) = − log10

[
Φ

(
z̄ − 0.5

σn

)]
, (4)

where Φ(·) is the normal cumulative distribution function, z̄
is the average of the z-scores, σn = (12n)−1/2, and n are the
number of valid days during the 30 days (i.e. the number of
samples that were used when computing z̄).

4.2. Evaluation with reference data

Ideally, deviations should be detected early enough so that
they are actionable, i.e., it is possible to schedule workshop
visit to fix the problem before it causes damage to the sys-
tem. For simplicity, we assume that this period of interest is
constant, and refer to it as the prediction horizon. In previous
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Figure 3. Labelling of deviations in relation to repair actions.

work (Fan et al., 2015) we have described several types of
faults related to air systems, grouped them into different cat-
egories, and described a way to evaluate the outcome when
there are many conflicting faults. The setup is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The expected healthy observations are “shared” be-
tween all faults, since they correspond to times when a vehi-
cle is believed to be operating without any problem. Faulty
observations, on the other hand, depend on the particular re-
pair action that was performed.

Based on the negative logarithm of the p-value, described in
Section 4.1, we can calculate elements in the confusion ma-
trix (true positives, false positives, true negatives and false
negatives) for any decision threshold θ. By varying θ we can
map out the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve,
which is the relationship between the true positive rate and
the false positive rate. The area under the ROC curve (AUC)
is used as the primary quality measure in the final evalua-
tion. The confidence interval of the AUC value for the bus
fleet data is computed using leave-one-out (i.e. the individual
buses are left out one by one).

4.3. Models

4.3.1. Histograms

A histogram is an estimate of the probability distribution of
the signal. Creating a histogram is straightforward, it is robust
against outliers, easy to compute and easy to implement in
on-board hardware. The parameters required to construct a
histogram are the range of variable and number of bins that
divide the whole range into a series of intervals. In practice,
both of them can be set based on the property of sensor and
signal as specified when producing the vehicle.

4.3.2. Distance between histograms

We use normalized histograms, i.e. histograms where the bin
values sum to one. The distance between histograms is mea-
sured with the Hellinger distance:

h(r, s) =
1√
2

√√√√
M∑

i=1

(
√
ri −

√
si)2 (5)

where r and s are normalized histograms with M bins. We
have tested many different distances between histograms and
concluded that the Hellinger distance works very well.

We use both histograms of the signal r(t) and of the signal
changes ∆r(t) = r(t) − r(t − 1), in order to capture some
of the signal dynamics. The information from these can be
fused in different ways. One way is to create two-dimensional
histograms.

Another way is to treat the signal and signal change as inde-
pendent and compute a total distance with e.g. a p-norm:

htot(r, s) = [h(r, s)p + h(∆r,∆s)p]
1/p (6)

Here r (and s) refers to the normalized histogram of the sig-
nal, and ∆r (and ∆s) refers to the normalised histogram of
the signal changes. Using a p-norm requires that the two dis-
tances h(r, s) and h(∆r,∆s) are of similar scale, or else the
larger of them will dominate the combined distance.

A third alternative to combine the two is to calculate the de-
viation level (see equation 4) for the signal (ds) and signal
change (d∆) separately, and then combine those deviation
levels instead (again, using e.g. p-norm):

‖d‖p = [dps + dp∆]
1/p (7)

In particular, by setting p→∞, we obtain:

‖d‖∞ = max(ds, d∆), (8)

which corresponds to a “worst case” approach, i.e., to always
use the more severe deviation level. This makes sense for
example if the two models react to different types of faults.

4.3.3. Echo state networks

We use Echo State Networks (ESNs) for the reservoir com-
puting models. The general structure of a reservoir comput-
ing model is shown in Figure 4. The internal reservoir units,
x(t), are leaky integrator neurons with a discrete state update
equation

x(t+ 1) = (1− α)x(t) + αf [Wxxx(t) + Wuxu(t)] (9)

where u(t) denotes the input vector at time t; α is the leaking
rate; f [·] = tanh[·] is the hyperbolic tangent function; Wxx

is the connection matrix of the recurrent reservoir; and Wux

is the weight matrix connecting the input to the reservoir.

The input’s influence into the reservoir dynamics is controlled
by a parameter υ that rescales the input connection matrix
to υWux. This scaling impacts the reservoir dynamics and
requires some tuning. Similarly, the reservoir weights are
rescaled such that the resulting system is stable but still ex-
hibits rich dynamics. This is achieved by making its spectral
radius ρ(Wxx) < 1. Usually, this rescaling influences the
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Figure 4. Reservoir Computing (RC) network. The reser-
voir is a non-linear dynamical system usually composed of
recurrent sigmoid units. Solid lines represent fixed, randomly
generated connections, while dashed lines represent trainable
or adaptive weights.

performance and, as such, is tuned to give the best results on
a validation set. Neither υ nor ρ(Wxx) need fine tuning.

The leaking rate α ∈]0, 1] changes the dynamics of the reser-
voir, eventually matching better the dynamics of the input sig-
nal or of the task. Low leaking rates yield reservoirs with
longer memory.

The output is computed as:

y(t+ 1) = g [Wxyx(t+ 1)] , (10)

where g[·] denotes the identity function (we introduce it here
for convenience later) and Wxy is the only trainable weight
matrix. This weight matrix can also have direct input to out-
put connections, or feedback connections between the output
units, as indicated in Fig. 4, but we did not use this. The
weight matrix is optimised using ridge regression:

Wxy = (X>X + λI)−1X>Ŷ. (11)

The matrix X is of size T × (R+1); it is a row-wise concate-
nation of reservoir states x(1), . . . ,x(T ), where there are R
reservoir units (the extra 1 is for the bias). Ŷ is composed of
the row-wise collection of the corresponding desired outputs
ŷ(t). T is the total number of training samples and the initial
state is x(0) = 0. The regularisation parameter λ is set by
cross-validation (it is not tuned for each model).

After generation of X, a process called warm-up drop is used
to get rid of undesired initial transients in the reservoir. This is
done by dropping some of the first samples of X and using the
resulting matrix in equation (11). Training ESNs is explained
in detail by Jaeger (2010) and we therefore describe it only
briefly here.

In this work, the ESN is driven by a one-dimensional sig-
nal u(t), where the desired output y(t) is u(t + ∆). Thus,
we train an ESN to perform a ∆-steps ahead prediction. For

each given period containing sensor data, such as a day, and
for each bus, an ESN is trained with the signal u(t) available
in the respective period. The overall process is thus unsuper-
vised since only sensor data u(t) are used during training.

Chen et al. (2014) use a constrained version of ESN, intro-
duced by Rodan and Tiňo (2012). This ESN model is a a
cycle reservoir with jumps (CRJ) where all cycle connections
have the same value and the jump connections have the same
value, i.e. there are only two weight values between units
in the reservoir. This CRJ model is a lot less complex than
the full ESN and has been shown to outperform the latter on
several time series tasks (Rodan & Tiňo, 2012).

We tested the CRJ model too on our task but with limited
exploration of hyperparameters (i.e. λ, jump sizes, weight
scales, etc.).

4.3.4. Distances between ESNs

Inspired by the work of Chen at al. (2014), we use the L2

norm to measure the distance between two trained ESNs (or
CRJs). Two versions are tested: one based on Monte Carlo
sampling in the state space and one based on an analytical
approximation. Denoting the two ESNs by g1 and g2, the L2

distance is defined as

L2(g1, g2) =

[∫
‖g1(x)− g2(x)‖2Ω(x)dx

]1/2

(12)

where the density Ω(x) is over the states x. The Monte Carlo
based distance is computed by sampling ‖g1(x) − g2(x)‖2
over the state space. The analytical distance is computed by
assuming a uniform Ω(x) over the state space, which yields
(Chen, Tiňo, Rodan, & Yao, 2014)

L2(g1, g2) ∝


∑

j

w2
0,j +

1

3

∑

i,j

w2
i,j




1/2

. (13)

Here w0,j denotes the difference between bias weights in the
matrix Wxy for the two models g1 and g2, and wi,j denotes
the difference in weights from reservoir units in the matrix
Wxy for the two models.

The Monte Carlo sampling is done as follows. The reservoir
states x(t) using two different input sequences result in differ-
ent sequences of states in the reservoir space. This means that
g1 and g2 are trained using different X matrices. We denote
them X1 and X2, respectively. Random states are sampled
from them, half from X1 and half from X2, and then used
in the computation of L2(g1, g2). The order of the states is
ignored.
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5. RESULTS

5.1. Training the ESNs on WTAP

For the experiment with both datasets, the following setup
was used for constructing the ESN models. The modeling
task for the reservoir was five steps ahead prediction (nahead =
5). The number of reservoir units was set to a small value
(nr = 25) so that it should not take long to train each model.
Using the Monte Carlo distance between ESNs required gen-
erating and storing the matrix of reservoir states besides train-
ing the models, whereas the analytical distance only required
the ESN model weights.

After some experimentation (grid search and empirical tun-
ing), the following values where selected: input scaling υ =
0.16, spectral radius ρ(Wxx) = 0.1, and leak rate α = 0.5.
The regularization parameter was set to λ = 0.0001. The
non-trainable reservoir weight matrix Wxx values were set
to random gaussian numbers with zero mean and unit vari-
ance, except for bias weights, which were drawn from the
uniform [−1, 1] distribution. The non-trainable input to reser-
voir weight matrix Wux values were set to random numbers
from the set {−1, 1}.
The CRJ models had a reservoir with 25 units (i.e. the same
as for the ESN models). The jump size was l = 5, with
one-way cycle connection strength (weight) rc = 0.92 and
bidirectional jump connection strength (weight) rj = 0.17.

An example output sequence from a trained ESN with five
step prediction is shown in Fig. 5. All ESN models were
trained to produce similarly accurate time series with respect
to the real WTAP. The CRJ models were also trained to do
the same but did not achieve quite the same precision.
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Figure 5. An example output sequence from a trained ESN
with five step ahead prediction

5.2. Synthetic Data Generation

The experiments with synthetic data were designed to show-
case the differences between the histogram and ESN models.
Conceptually, we introduced two different distributions repre-
senting the two groups of vehicles: the healthy group and the
faulty group. With the synthetic data we are able to control
the type of the introduced “fault,” as well as its seriousness,

which allows us to visualise the differences in behaviour of
the two models.

The signal we generated was a simplification of the actual wet
tank air pressure signal: a sawtooth (Fig. 2) with alternating
upwards and downwards slopes, as described in Section 3.3.
The two “faults” that were simulated were a lower charging
slope (corresponding to a weak air compressor) and a shift
in the minimum and maximum values (corresponding to a
broken regulator).

For the first fault dataset (weak compressor) was the upwards
(charging) slope, see equation (1), higher for the healthy group
than for the faulty group. The mean charging slope for the
healthy group was kept fixed at µup = 0.1, whereas the
mean charging slope for the faulty group was varied µup ∈
[0.95, 1] × 0.1. The downwards slope, µdown = 0.1 was the
same for both groups. The standard deviations, for both up-
wards and downwards slopes, was kept fixed at σk = 0.001.

For the second fault dataset (broken regulator) was the mini-
mum and the maximum values, see equation (2), shifted down-
wards for the faulty group. The mean maximum value for the
healthy group was µmax = 12, and the mean minimum value
was µmin = 9. The corresponding values for the faulty group
were µmax ∈ [0.98, 1]×12 and µmin ∈ [0.98, 1]×9. Both the
minimum and the maximum were varied at the same time so
that the mean spread (distance between maximum and mini-
mum) remained fixed.

5.3. Synthetic Data Results

Figure 6 shows how distances between models change as the
difference between the healthy and the faulty data is increased.
The upper two subplots show the distances between different
histogram models as the charging slope (left) or the min-max
values (right) change. As expected, the signal histogram is
insensitive to changes in the slope (weak compressor fault),
while both the signal change histogram and the combined
2D histogram are very sensitive to this. In contrast, the sig-
nal change histogram is insensitive to changes in the min-
max values (broken regulator fault), while both the signal his-
togram and the 2D histogram are sensitive to them.

The notation “All” and “CP” denote, respectively, whether all
the data or just the data from the charging period were used
to populate the histograms — the latter was motivated by ex-
isting diagnostic knowledge, which suggest that the charging
periods are more informative with regards to condition of air
compressor. As expected, the models based only on the up-
wards slope of the signal generally outperform the models
based on all the data.

The two lower subplots in Fig. 6 show the distances between
different ESN models as the charging slope (left) or the min-
max values (right) change. It is clear that both the ESN and
the CRJ models, as well as both the Monte Carlo and the
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Figure 6. Distances between healthy and faulty samples as a function of the difference in charging slope (left side) or min-max
offset (right side). The Hellinger distance is used for histograms (upper plots). The L2 distance is used for ESN and CRJ models
(lower plots). The results with Monte Carlo L2 distance have been scaled up by a factor of 10 to make them more visible.
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analytical distance, are sensitive to both induced fault types.
For the left subplot (changing slope), there does not seem to
be any significant difference between ESN and CRJ models
— however, CRJ with analytical distance outperforms ESN
when min-max values are changing. The comparison be-
tween Monte Carlo or analytical distances (see Section 4.3.4)
does not yield clear results. The analytical distance is gen-
erally larger than the Monte Carlo distance, but it also has a
much larger variation (the Monte Carlo distances are rescaled
in the plots to make them more visible).

The full value of the method, however, is in how well can
it classify the datasets into healthy and faulty ones (or, how
well it can classify the models into representations of healthy
and faulty cases). This is illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows
the AUC values based on classification that can be achieved
based on the distances shown above.

Again, the histograms are insensitive to weak compressor faults,
and the change histograms are insensitive to broken regula-
tor faults. 2D histograms, as well as all RNN models, are
able to detect both faults. The two best model for detecting
weak compressors are, virtually indistinguishable, the change
histogram and the 2D histogram. Somewhat weaker are the
RNNs using Monte Carlo distance.

The best model for detecting broken regulators is the sig-
nal histogram, very closely followed by CRJ and ESN using
Monte Carlo distance. On the other hand, 2D histogram and
ESN with analytical distance perform quite poorly, with CRJ
using analytical distance ending up in the middle.

Figure 8 demonstrates the performance depending on whether
all the data or just the charging period data are used to create
the models when detecting difference in charging slope. Us-
ing only the charging period data generally achieves slightly
better performance than using all the data, which is to be ex-
pected.

5.4. Compressor Classification on Bus Fleet data

Figure 9 shows the z-scores, see equation (3), and the cor-
responding deviation level, see equation (4), for one of the
buses in the fleet. The values were computed with a signal
change histogram as model and Hellinger distance as met-
ric in the model space. The red vertical line corresponds to
a Compressor Failure, i.e. a compressor breakdown on the
road. In this case, the method flagged a deviation from the
fleet several months before the breakdown. After the repair,
the z-scores are approximately uniformly distributed between
0 and 1, as expected under normal behaviour.

The deviation levels for all buses in the fleet were computed,
using different models and different model distance measures.
Following the description in Section 4.2, the ROC curves
were computed for the case of Compressor Failure, with a
prediction horison of 60 days (i.e. we want to see a deviation
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Figure 8. AUC values when the charging slope is varied, for
different models. Here it is shown how the results are af-
fected by using all the data (“All”) or just the data during the
charging period (“CP”) when building the models.
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Figure 9. The z-scores and deviation level for one bus when
the WTAP signal is represented with a change histogram. The
red vertical line corresponds to an occurrence of a Compres-
sor Failure

60 days ahead of the breakdown, but not earlier than that).

Figure 10 shows the ROC curves when the COSMO method
was used with different types of histograms (signal histogram,
signal change histogram, and combined 2D histograms) as
models of WTAP. The best performance was achieved with
a signal change histogram, or when the change histogram
and the signal histogram were combined by taking the max-
imum of their deviation levels, i.e. equation (8). The sig-
nal histogram by itself performed poorly (not better than ran-
dom guessing). Combining the signal and signal change his-
tograms with a p-norm, i.e. equation (6) with p = 2 and
p → ∞, was virtually the same (slightly better) than using
signal histogram alone (not shown).

Figure 11 shows the ROC curves when the COSMO method
is used with ESN and CRJ as models of WTAP, with L2 dis-
tance (estimated with the Monte Carlo method or the ana-
lytical approximation). They all perform very similar to the
distance combinations of the signal and signal change his-
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Figure 10. ROC curves and AUC values, with 95 % confi-
dence intervals, when detecting Compressor Failure with his-
togram models.

tograms (i.e. not when the deviation levels are combined).

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we compare ESNs and histograms as models
for deviation detection using COSMO method. We have per-
formed experiments both on synthetic data, as well as on a
data set coming from longitudinal study on 19 city buses.

The results showed that histograms are more sensitive to changes
in slope and equally sensitive to changes in offset of spread,
compared to reservoir computing models. However, to de-
tect different types of deviations, histograms need to be cal-
culated over appropriate feature, corresponding to the inter-
esting characteristics of the signal. For example, histogram of
the signal is not able to capture differences in slope, and his-
togram of the signal changes is not able to capture differences
in the offset. If another fault characteristic would become rel-
evant (e.g. some form of periodicity disturbance), it would be
necessary to design yet another variant of the histogram. In
contrast, RNNs detected both types of faults, by being able
to captured differences in both slope and signal offset, with-
out providing any additional explicit knowledge of regarding
input features. It is plausible that most typical faults can be
detected using such models.

Histogram based method turned out to be better on the real
data, when predicting Compressor Failures. One potential
explanation is that real data is noisy, contains missing values,
as well as errors in sensor readings that break the structure of
the signal and therefore make ESN unable to properly learn
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Figure 11. ROC curves and AUC values, with 95 % con-
fidence intervals, when detecting Compressor Failure with
ESN and CRJ models.

the dynamics. Moreover, equal time intervals between two
consecutive sensor readings is assumed when training ESN
and CRJ. However, for real Wet Tank Air Pressure signal
data collected on-board, such accurate timing of sampling is
not guaranteed. Therefore histogram, a model that is robust
against both those types of noise, may be more successful in
accurately capturing the essential characteristics of the signal.

Nevertheless, the ESN and CRJ results on the synthetic data
were quite encouraging. There are still unexplored issues re-
garding the fitting of the ESN and CRJ models. For example,
there is more hyper-parameter search to be performed, since
we are not certain that the network structure we have selected
is the best one. Various techniques for dealing with noise in
the data can also be investigated. If the performance of RNN
models can be improved, they can be very attractive general
models for capturing the dynamics of signals on-board equip-
ment networks and as building blocks in autonomous knowl-
edge creation systems.
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Abstract—Evaluating the health condition of a material that
could potentially contain micro-flaws is a common and important
application within the field of non-destructive testing. Examples
of such micro-defects include dislocation, fatigue cracks or
impurities and are often hard to detect. The ability to precisely
measure their type, size and position is a prerequisite for estimat-
ing the remaining useful life of the component. One technique
that was shown successful in the past is based on traditional
ultrasonic testing methods. In most cases, inner micro-flaws
induce slight changes of acoustic wave spectrum components.
However, these changes are often difficult to detect directly, as
they tend to exhibit features that are most naturally analyzed
using statistical and probabilistic methods. In this paper we apply
Consensus Self-Organizing Models (COSMO) method to detect
micro-flaws in metallic material. This approach is essentially an
unsupervised deviation detection method based on the concept
of “wisdom of the crowd”. This method is used to analyze the
spectrum of acoustic waves received by the transducer attached
on the surface of material being analyzed. We have modeled a
steel board with micro-cracks and collected time-series of acoustic
echo response, at different positions on material’s surface. The
experimental results show that the COSMO method is able to
detect and locate micro-flaws.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic non-destructive testing techniques have been
widely used to detect cracks, flaws and imperfections inside
materials. The conventional linear ultrasonic testing method
usually measures the change of amplitude or velocity of the
reflected wave to discern the defects whose size always should
be larger than the wave-length of incident sound wave [1];
in contrast, nonlinear ultrasonic testing via harmonics and
mixing frequency components of the signals is more sensitive
to dislocation, impurities and micro-cracks [2], [3]. Under
favorable conditions, the nonlinear ultrasonic method can also
be used to detect the onset of plastic deformation and fatigue
damage at an early stage. Since the physical mechanism related
to the nonlinear effects induced by micro-defects still remains
unclear [4], different types of nonlinear models, such as the
kissing and clapping models, contact acoustic nonlinearity,
stress-strain hysteresis model and etc. (see e.g. [5], [6], [7]),
have been proposed to locate the micro-defects in a wide
range of materials. However, there is a number of additional
significant nonlinear characteristics, e.g. produced by a power

source, transducer, material surface roughness and coupling
condition. Those pose significant difficulties for the detection
and evaluation of micro-defects based on these nonlinear
models, especially in metallic material that exhibits much
weaker non-linear effects (in contrast to quasi-brittle materials,
composite material as well as biological tissue).

In this paper, Consensus Self-Organizing Models (COSMO)
method ([8], [9]) is employed to detect a single micro-crack
in metallic material. This is the first step towards estimating
health condition and crucial to Structural Health Monitoring
(SHM). The approach is an unsupervised deviation detection
method based the idea of “wisdom of the crowd” [10]. Con-
ceptually, a number of testing samples are compared, creating
a reference distribution of similarities among “normal” ones.
Outliers, or defects, can then be detected by identifying testing
samples that are consistently distributed in the tail of this
distribution.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
introduce the COSMO method in details. In section III-A we
describe simulated experiments where a steel board embedded
with a single micro-crack was modeled and a back-wall
acoustic echo was analyzed by using the COSMO method.
In section III-B we present results from real experiment based
on a metal board with a single artifical micro-crack. Finally,
we conclude with a discussion of the experimental results, a
brief analysis on robustness of the method as well as ideas for
future work.

II. COSMO METHOD

The self-organized deviation detection method we employ
in this work is based on the idea of identifying the typical
variability within a group of systems and evaluating likelihood
of any individual being significantly different than the major-
ity. The method assumes majority of samples is normal. By
comparing different individuals within the group, deviations
from the majority can be detected, and the probability of being
an outlier is computed.

In an ultrasonic testing system, a group of samples was
collected from N different positions on a measured object.
Histogram of spectrum components were computed for each



sample. For all pairs of those histograms, Hellinger distance
di,j was calculated, resulting in a symmetric matrix [8]:

D =




d1,1 d1,2 · · · d1,N
d2,1 d2,2 · · · d2,N

...
...

. . .
...

dN,1 dN,2 · · · dN,N


 (1)

In the matrix D, the row with minimum sum is chosen
as the most central pattern (denoted as c), representing the
most typical testing sample. Afterwards z-score is computed
for each sample k, representing the percentile of the group
that is further away from c than sample k:

zm(k) =
|{i = 1, ..., N : di,c > dk,c}|

N
(2)

k = 1, 2, ..., N ;m = 1, 2, ...,M

If there is no micro-crack at a particular position, the z-
scores of a set of testing samples from this position should be
uniformly distributed between zero and one. We approximate
distribution of the average based on n samples with a normal
distribution with mean 0.5 and variance 1

12n [9], i.e.

z̄ ∼ N
(

1

2
,

√
1

12n

)
(3)

Therefore, the one-sided P-value, which is the probability
that a single observation z picked from a normal distribution
with parameters µ and σ will fall in the interval (−∞, z̄), can
be computed as:

P − value =
2√
2π

∫ x

−∞
e

−
(z − 1

2 )2

2(
√

1
12n )2

dz (4)

By conducting a uniformity test of z-scores over an area,
the resulting P-value of the test is obtained to estimate whether
the inspected area contains any micro-flaws.

III. IDENTIFICATION OF A SINGLE MICRO-CRACK

In this section, the COSMO method was applied to analyze
sample signals measured at different positions on a steel board.
The measurement process was constructed in two ways: the
virtual steel board created by finite elements method and the
real steel board made from Q235 materials.

	

 

Fig. 1. A sketch of an ultrasonic measurement system for a steel board with
a single micro-crack

	
Fig. 2. Spectrums of echo signal at eight monitoring points (A single micro-
crack with depth d=2mm, width w=0.2mm, SNR=15dB)

A. Numerical Simulations

A steel board embedded with a single crack was modeled
by finite element method (FEM) using a commercial software
(Comsol Multiphysics v4.3a, COMSOL Inc., Palo Alto, CA,
USA) to validate the COSMO model. Figure 1 shows a sketch
of an ultrasonic measurement system within simulation. There
are two angled transducers, that is, the transmitter and receiver.
They are all placed on the top surface of the steel board with
L equals to 220mm in length and a constant distance between
the transmitter and receiver was kept to make sure the first
back wall (BW) reflection was inspected. The single micro-
crack, with d in depth and w in width (w � d), was located
at the middle of the steel board.

Moving the two transducers simultaneously along the length
direction to eight different positions (monitoring points) on
the steel board, a sinusoidal wave with 4-cycle and center
frequency of 500 kHz was applied to the transmitter to prop-
agate the shear wave inside metallic material. The reflected
waveform was recorded by the receiver and echo signals were
transformed into signals in frequency domain.

Figure 2 shows that the spectrum of eight different monitor-
ing points were nearly the same in shape with slight difference
in amplitude, which would be difficult for linear or nonlinear
ultrasonic testing methods to extract special features of a
micro-crack from the signal spectrum, especially under the
circumstance when signal-to-noise ratio is low. In contrast, the
COSMO method does not attempt to make an exact judgement
on whether the defect exists inside the material from a single
observation. Instead, the method focuses on the dispersion
degree of spectral amplitude differences over a large number
of samples recorded at different positions. The further away
from the distribution center a particular testing sample is, the
higher the probability that micro-crack is present.

Figure 3 shows that z-score values calculated from samples
at eight monitoring points according to equation 3, most of
them distributed between 0.2 and 1, while some of them are
less than 0.3, at position L/2 = 110mm where the micro-



	
Fig. 3. The z-score distribution within the length direction of a steel board
(Calculated by samples at eight monitoring points, with gaussian noise added
to each observation, SNR=15dB)

crack was located. Figure 4 shows P-value curves calculated
by equation 4 with the depth d of micro-crack 0.5, 2, 4 and
5 mm inside materials respectively. Note that the peak of P-
value curves near single micro-crack increase as the depth of
micro-crack grows larger.

Fig. 4. The P-value Curves with the depth of 0.5, 2, 4 and 5mm (A single
micro-crack with width w=0.2mm, SNR=25dB)

Figure 5 shows the P-value peaks curve, which demonstrates
the relation between P-value peaks and the depth of micro-
crack. It can be observed that P-value increases as the depth
of crack grows gradually. According to the straight slope, the
P-value peaks curve can be divided into three stages. At the
first stage, the depth of the crack from 0mm to 2mm, the
P-value peaks curve rise “linearly” with the increase depth
of the crack, which could be considered as the formation
stage of micro-cracks and has little effects on the properties of

	
Fig. 5. The P-value peaks curve of a single micro-crack (the micro-crack
is located at the middle of the simulated steel board with width w= 0.2mm,
SNR= 25dB)

materials; at the second stage, the P-value peaks curve increase
slowly when the depth of micro-crack grows from 2mm to
4mm; at the third stage, that is, the depth of crack is larger
than 4mm, P-value curve rises sharply while the depth only
grows up to 4.5mm, which imply the crack could excite such
as harmonics, waveform modulation and so on. Once the P-
value peaks reach the third stage, the method could determine,
with high confidence, that there exists micro-crack zone inside
the structure. It is risky to continue using this material and
could result in severe consequences. Hence, the P-value peaks
curve can be used to track the progression of damage and this
information can be used for evaluating the remaining life of
materials for structural health monitoring (SHM) [11], [12].

	
Fig. 6. The P-value curve of the specimen (depth of micro-crack d is 2mm)



B. Experimental Results on Real Data

Experimental measuring systems were performed on four
Q235 steel specimens with size of 400mm × 200mm ×
25mm. One of them was undamaged and the remaining three
contain single micro crack located at 200 mm, with its depths
d equal to 0.5, 2 and 12mm, respectively. Two longitudinal
transducer of 500 kHz nominal center frequency mounted
on 50Perspex wedge were used to generate and receive a
shear wave propagating through the material in a conventional
manner [1]. COSMO method was used for every specimen and
32 monitoring points were chosen along the length of each
board for data collection. It can be observed from figure 6
that the P-value reached the maximum value at 200 mm, ap-
proximately half of the length of the steel board, where locates
the real crack. Figure 7 shows that the P-value peaks curve
increase as the depth of micro-crack grows progressively. The
experimental P-value curve and P-value peaks curve provide
useful information locating the crack as well as examining
current state of the material. Furthermore, this information can
be utilized to estimate the degradation of health condition of
a structure.

Fig. 7. The P-value peaks curves of four specimans, with different depth of
micro-crack

IV. DISCUSSION

It is well known that the noise caused by surface roughness
of amplifier and transducer as well as coupling condition can
be introduced into the ultrasonic nondestructive testing system.
These noises could cause the distribution of measuring results
deviating from the normal zone, and thus produce errors for
detection and feature extraction. In order to demonstrate the
effects of noise in practical applications, the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) as index is used for inspecting the reliability of
COSMO method. The exciting signal with noise was applied
to the transmitter, as described in section III-A. P-value was
calculated based on data injected with noise. Figure 8 shows
the plots of P-value curve with SNR of 5dB, 10dB, 15dB and

20dB when the depth of micro-crack is 1mm. It was observed
that the peak of the P-value curve was not consistent with
the real positon of the crack when SNR is below 10 dB and
the defects could be identified only above 15 dB. Therefore,
COSMO method is sensitive to the SNR, and needs more data
sets to improve its reliability for estimating the damage of
materials.

	
Fig. 8. The P-value curve with different signal-to-noise ratios (depth d=1mm,
SNR=5dB, 10dB, 15dB and 20dB)

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper focuses on applying the COSMO method to
detect micro-flaws using ultrasonic testing. We discuss the
structural health monitoring including detecting, locating and
monitoring the growth of micro-defects that often are too small
to be identified in the linear or nonlinear NDT techniques.
COSMO method does not measure specialized acoustical
parameters to confirm whether the micro-defect exists, but
instead calculates the probability of each sample being de-
viation from the majority based on Hellinger distance be-
tween spectral components. This information can, therefore,
be utilized to indicate the size and location of micro-defect as
well as estimating the remaining useful life of the structure.
The results based on both simulation and real experiment
presented in this paper demonstrate that the technique is able
to detect a micro-crack in materials. Ideas for future work
include de-noising method of the signal as well as analysis
of the requirements on sample size, number of positions to
be measured, in order to further improve the reliability of
COSMO method in engineering applications.
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